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Summary of prtliminan· condusions md ~com~nda1ions of thr joint 
nalua1ion missioa on thr lnnst!Mnt Promotion ~rvice Office in Milan 

The IPSO Milan started its operations in September 1987 and after an initial period 
of two years the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs approved a five-year extension till 
December 1994. The purpose of the Office is to contribute to the identification and promotion 
of appropriate industrial investment projects in developing countries. with the aim of 
transferring know-how, technology and capitals through Italian enterprises interested in 
industrial cooperation abroad. The lack of knowledge among Italian entrepreneurs of the 
possibility of industrial opportunities in foreign countries, and in some cases the poor 
knowledge of foreign languages and of inve:;tment laws represent a serious obstacle for the 
development of the small and medium Italian enterprises abroad. 

Taking into account the above, the main objective of the Office in Milan is to assist 
developing countries in their industrialization efforts thorough the internationalization of the 
Italian SMEs. The preliminary findings of the mission can be summarised as follows: 

The lntemauonal Fair of Milan (the present location of IPSO) is the ideal location for 
the project. 

In the Fair premises 90 specialized fairs per year are organized and the staff of IPSO 
has the opportunity to reach anJ be easily reached by a large number of entrepreneurs. 
Moreover the Office in Milan is one of the major partners of the Fair Authority for 
the organization of BORITEC (International Cooperation Development and Investment 
Exchange). This exhibition had its 6th edition this year and repre~ents a valuable 
meeting point for entrepreneurs from over 70 different countries. Furthermore, the Fair 
Authority 1s offering the office premises free of charge. A relatively small contribution 
for electricity. cleaning. security service, heating and conditioning is required. 

!\iearly -tOOO projects have been promoted by the office during the last five years. of 
which I 000 were identified by IPSO Milan itself. More than 3000 companies 
interested in industrial cooperation are included in the data bank and 50 per cent of 
them are classified as small industries. The geographical distribution of the companies 
reflects the distribution of the Italian companies in the national territory (80 per cent 
from Northern Italy of which 35 per cent are in the Lombardy region). 
The evaluation mission deems that a bigger promotional effort should be made in 
those regions of the country that do not have easy access to the services of the project. 
The mission has taken note that a series of promotional activities are planned to 
activate some focal point or contacts in the south and the center of the country. 

The PCF (Project Completion Facility\ has been highly appreciated by the Italian and 
foreign entrepreneurs that have benefitted from this important tool. In some cases, the 
feasibility studies produced through this facility have been decisive for project 
financing 



The mission found the criteria for the sharing of costs between entrepreneurs and IPSO 
of the feasibility study too loosely applied; the criteria based on turnover or paid-up 
capital has not always been strictly followed. 
It would be advisable to formulate precise guidelines in this matter. 
Although in the project document, estabiishing IPSO, it is indicated among the 
immediate objectives that the Office will pay due attention to the sectorial and 
geographical priorities established by the DGCS of the Italian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, it appears that the identification of the target countries has not always been 
in accordance with these priorities 
In this respect, the mission has received a demonstration of the interest of the Italian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in producing a more intensive effort, especially with 
regard to "priority countries" that are beneficiary of credit line for joint ventures, 
through the posting of Associate Experts ( vith some experience) in those countries. 
The Chamber of Commerce of Milan and ICE have expressed their interest in the 
possibility to finance an Associate Expert in those countries where the demand for 
industrial cooperatior. is particularly strong. 
The channelling of funds and the selection of personnel should be examined by the 
concerned parties. 

The contribution of the projects to the use of Italian financing facilities (Art. 7 Law 
N. 49/87, concessional credit lines .... ) for joint ventures has been negligible. The 
DGCS considers that the cooperation with IPS-Milan should be more effective in the 
future in those fiplds that are instrumental for the smooth implementation of the Italian 
investment cooperation activities. 

The Delegate Programme has been highly appreciated by all entrepreneurs interviewed 
by the mission. The rate of success in project promotion is very good because of the 
delegate knowledge of the country. the investment laws, the language and indication 
of suitability of local partners. 

The evaluation team has noti~ed that the success in project promotion could lead to 
some self-financing sources such as a minimal entry fee to the data bank for the 
entrepreneurs or for the so called "opening of the file". 

The project was not able to provide information about the actual expenditures per 
budget line during the five year period. Sui;h information will be provided by UNIDO 
Vienna and will be an integral part of the final report. 

Appreciation for the activities of the project was expressed by the Italian institutional 
partners such as ICE. CONFINDUSTRIA, MEDJOCREDITO, SACE. SIMEST. They 
stressed the importance of promoting the services of IPO-Milan among the 
entrepreneurs and improving the exchange of project profiles. 
In particular CONFINDUSTRIA offered the possibility of inserting in their electronic 
network a window reserved for UNIDO project profiles. The information could reach 
239 business associations and 130,000 associates quickly and efficiently. 
CONFINDUSTRIA expressed interest in the possibility of financing one or two 
delegates coming from countri'?s among their priorities 



IN'IRODUCllON 

L Batkground of the IPSO concept 

Within the Im·GStment and Technology Promotion Division UNIDO has established 
an Investment Promotion Programme, whose mai:"I objective is to promote joint ventures 
for viable projects between partners in developing countries and interested foreign 
investors in industrialized countries. 

Through this programme companies in industrialized countries are informed about 
partnership opportunities and project profiles available for sponsoring in developing 
countries. At the same time the interested investors receive from UNIDO assistance and 
advice on how to mobilize the necessary financial and technical resources for the 
development and the negotiation of such opportunities. 

The exclusive feature of this Programme is the existence of a network of 
Investment Promotion Service Offices (IPSO), through which the objectives of the 
Programme are realized, in cooperation with focal points or investment promotion agencies 
in developing countries. 

In 1975, in order to facilitate the implementation of this activity, the first 
Investment Promotion Service Office was established. The IPSO have to be in close 
contact with business associations, banks, ministries and development agencies in the host 
country. They also establish data banks with details of national companies interested in 
industrial partnership in developing countries. Through IPSO the interested local potential 
investors receive information and assistance regarding investment opponunities and 
business climate in the developing countries. 

Through this world-wide network UNIDO has a strong comparative advantage in 
gaining access to valuable investment information, particularly in the marketing of pre
investment services, providing investment information and contacts, and helping in the 
identification, formulation and implementation of industrial investment projects in 
developing countries. The function of the IPSO is to promote these activities assuring the 
local presence and the liaison with the national economic infrastructure and the 
entrepreneurs. 

IPSOs are financed by the voluntary contributions of the host country concerned. 
The guidelines for the operation of these offices are laid down in the relevant agreements 
with UNIDO. The central direction is provided by UNIDO Headquarters. 

IPSOs normally orient their operation to a limited number of target countries, for 
obvious reasons, including investment promotion actions and trade related components. 
Following this practice investment promotion activities of an IPSO are facilitated by 
coordinating with the bilateral cooperation of the host country. 

The performance of an IPSO is measured by the number of successfully promoted, 
concluded and possibly operating industrial cooperation agreements in developing 
countries. 
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It is evident that the IPSO provide UNIDO with the unique position of 
having "antennae" in selected developed economies, enabhng them to establish mutual 
advantages with the local business community. 

Through this network. UN100 has the possibility to find out the needs and offers 
of the investors in developed countries providing them with the investment and 
cooperation proposals from developing countries. 

IPSOs art: UNIDO offices and work in a harmonized frame of operational and 
administrative policies and procedures. 

The support provided by UNIDO Headquarters to the IPSO is very imponant for 
its performance and, consequently. the continuous interest of the host authorities. The main 
reason for the success of the IPSO matchmaking process is the recognized impartiality and 
objectivity of UNIOO. which reflects on the project quality that promotion by UNIDO 
involves. Poor project profiles submitted by the Headquarters to the IPSO affect negatively 
their promotion work. 

b. Es1ablisbment of die IPSO in Milm 

In August 1985, through an exchange of Notes Verbales, the Italian Government 
and UNIDO established in Milan an office for the promotion of industrial cooperation 
between firms in Italy and interested parties in developing countries. 

The Office started its operations in September I 987. The terms of reference agreed 
upon specified that the Office in Milan would contribute to the identification and 
promotion of industrial investment projects in developing countries, with the aim of 
transferring know-how, technology and capital to industrial enterprises in developing 
countries. 

The Office has followed the pattern of work and promotion methodology applied 
with succec;s in other offices of the UNIDO/IPSO network. After an initial period of two 
years, September I 987 to September 1989, the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, General 
Directorate of Development Cooperation, satisfied with the achievements of the Office 
during this period, approved a five-year extension of the operations of the Office. 

The project document describing the objectives and the proposed activities of the 
Office covers the period September I 989 till end December 1994. 

The development objective of the project is to mobilize financial, human and 
technical resources to encourage industrial business activities in developing countries 
promoting joint ventures between the project sponsors of those countries and Italian 
entrepreneurs. 

The immediate objective is to help developing countries in their industrialization 
effons through the promotion of Italian investments and transfer of technology. In this 
framework the Office shall contribute to the identification of appropriate investment 
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possibilities. bringing to the attention of potential Italian investors concrete project 
proposals. 

c. 'The stmc~ of IPSO Milm 

According to the project document UNIDO will operate and supervise the Office. 
The Head of the Office in Milan is appointed cy the Director General of UNIDO after 
consultations with the Government of Italy and in accordance with the UNIDO 
regulations. rules and procedures. All other staff as required for the proper functioning of 
the Office. is appointed by UNIDO in accordance witli the same regulations and has a 
UNIDO letter of appointment 

The Government of Italy will place at the disposal of UNIDO a special purpose 
contribution for the functioning of the Office in Milan. on the basis of a mutually agreed 
budget The above mentioned special purpose contribution will be drawn by UNIDO from 
the United Nations Irdustrial Development Fund. UNIDO is r~nsible for the 
aJministration of this contribution in accordance with its financial rules and other 
applicable regulations. 

The Head of the Office manages the operations of IPSO Milan and with the 
assistance of the staff implements the work programme of the Office for the promotion of 
industrial investments in developing countries. UNIDO keeps the Government of Italy 
informed on the activities of the Office. through the Italian Permanent Mission to UNIDO 
in Vienna However, the Head of IPSO maintains direct contacts with the Mmistry of 
Foreign Affairs and all other Authorities involved in the activities of the project_ 

The project document further underlines that the Government of Italy will be 
informed of all investment proposals indicated in the UNIDO portfolio of investment 
opportunities and that the Office in Milan will be provided with whatever information is 
available in UNIDO. 

Moreover, the project document stipulates that UNIDO shall furnish the 
Government of Italy with an annual report on the progress of the Office as well as an 
annual financial statement. The annual report on the activities of IPSO is prepared by the 
Office itself and covers a period of twelve months, from January to December. the annual 
financial statement is provided by the financial Services of UNIDO. 

d. Reaons for Che evaluation 

This joint evaluation undertaken by UNIDO in cooperation with the Italian 
Ministry of foreign Affairs three months before the scheduled completion of the period 
covered by the approved budget is foreseen in the project document and shall provide the 
basis for a joint decision concerning the possible extension of the project. 

This joint in-depth evaluation is slightly delayed due to the summer holiday period 
and the consequent impossibility to interview some selecte'l final users of the project (the 
Italian investors), who are the persons to whom the activities of the Office are addressed. 
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The persons nominated to conduct the evaluation have not been directly involved in 
the design. appraisal or implementation of the project. :ind their observations are the direct 
result of an evaluation carried out on their own capacity. The views and cpinions of the 
team do not necessarily reflect the views of the Italian Government or Ul\'lDO. 

e. ~mizatio~ methodology md proceedings of the evahwion 

n~ primary purposes of the in-depth evaluation are: 

I. To assess the achievements of the project against its objectives and expected 
outputs, including a re-examination of the project design. 

2. To identify and assess the factors that have facilitated the achievements of the 
project's objectives, as well as those factors that have impeded the fulfilment of 
those objectives. 

As part of the above mentioned tasks, the mission will also review whether the 
approach utilized in the project has led to optimum results, or whether another one would 
have improved the results. 

The mission was composed of the following members: 

Mr. Rosario Centola 
Industrial Advisor 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
General Directorate of Development Cooperation UFF. XV (UTC) 
Representative of the Government of Italy 

Mr. Mario Marchich 
Evaluation Officer 
Evaluation Section 
Representative of UNIDO 

It should be noted that this is the first in-depth joint evaluation made on IPSO 
Milan since its establishment. 

Before his depanure Mr. Marchich was briefed in Vienna by the UNIDO staff 
involved in the IPSO activities. Then the mission assembled in Rome to stan its work on 
26 September I 994. Ten working days were allowed for visiting a few regions of Northern 
Italy some Italian entrepreneurs already registered by IPSO, interviewing IPSO staff, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the National Institutions involved in investment promotion 
and the industrial associations. 

The mission conducted a thorough review of the results obtained during the seven 
years of operationc; of the office. The assessment regards: 

the administrative and substantive set up of the office 
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the achievements of the objectives of the project. such as mobilization of the 
investment resources within Italy to promote investment projects in developing 
countries through joint ventures and other forms of business oriented partnership 
the upgrading of the information of Italian industrial entrepreneurs on investment 
opportunities 
the contacts with Italian institutions involved in developirag, promoting and 
implementing investment projects. 

At the initial briefing at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Rome on 26 September 
the evaluation team was specifically requested by the competent section of the Ministty to 
ascertain and examine during the evaluation the following points: 

how IPSO Milan has spent the funds of the contribution 
how the promotion of the office in Milan has been made 
why the office has been established in Milan and not in othe!' Italian towns 
how many industrial companies of Central and Southern Italy are in the roster of 
IPSO 
explore the possibilities of partial self-financing activities, particularly taking into 
account that the budget of the Italian Development Cooperation has been curtailed 
activities of promotion made among the Italian small and medium industry and 
strategies foreseen for the future 
possibilities of strengthening the cooperation between ICE (Institute for the 
External Commerce) and IPSO 
implication of IPSO in operations utilizing Italian special credit lines for 
investments abroad 

As regards methodology, this report is based on the information obtained during 
the visits of organization$ and persons met (annex II), as well as interviews with the staff 
members of IPSO and review of the office records. 

The overall evaluation was carried out, as far a .. possible, in accordance with the 
Director-General's Bulletin "In-depth evaluations of technical cooperation projects" 
(UNIDO/DG/B. 106). 

The final debriefing of the mission was carried out in Rome with Messrs. E. De 
Maio, G Ghisi and M. Betti-Berutto of th:.! General Directorate of Development 
Cooperation. 
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L Project concept and design 

A. 1be contH.t 

L Economic and institutional context 

The economy of Italy achieved an impressive economic miracle during the twenty 
years following the end of World War II. A major programme of infrastructure investment 
took place in the south of the country (Meu.ogiomo ). During these years the south had 
also the strong problem of the emigration to both the north \Jf Italy and elsewhere in 
Europe. In 1965-75 the economy continued tn progress, but less consistently due to 
inflation and balance of payments problems. The first half of me 1980s saw a considerable 
recovery in the private sector of industry's profitability. while small and medium scale 
industries showed an impressive ability to adapt under difficult circumstances. 

The economic problems of the south of Italy (the Meu.ogiomo) are very relevant 
for the total economy of the country. The Meu.ogiomo includes the regions of Abruzzi, 
Molise, Campania. Puglia. Calabria and Basilicata. plus the islands of Sicily and Sardinia. 
Its land area represents 40 per cent of July's total. In 1984 the population of Meu.ogiomo 
was 35 per cent of the total and its participation to the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) 24 
per cent. Growth rates of Meu.ogiomo, Central and North Italy were more or less the 
same from the 70s until mid 80s. Since then the growth in the south slowed down and it 
has concentrated mort.; in services, while agriculture has declined and the industrial output 
is stagnant. 1 

The Italian agriculture accounts for ~ce the proportion of employment as in the 
north-centre but is manufacturing for only 13 per cent of value added compared with the 
30 per cent elsewhere in the country. The employment disparity between the Meu.ogiomo 
and the rest of the country grew rapidly in the 80s. At the end of 1991 the unemployment 
rate in the south was around 20 %. Investment levels as a proportion of the outputs have 
tended to exceed those in the north-centre. Infrastructure construcb\Jns as roads, highways, 
railways and telecommunications have been impressive. However, the failure of past 
policies has been recognized and the old investment fund (Cassa per ii Meu.ogiomo) has 
been abolished. A new approach for the south, with flexible funding designed to encourage 
individual and cooperative enterprise, was enacted in legislation by Parliament in March 
1986 (l.aw nr. 64). The funds provided have been substantial but the implementation has 
not come up to the expectations. The parts of the south which have made most progress 
are the east coast of Sicily, Sardinia and Puglia. The Fi era del Levante, an intematicnal 
trade fair held in Bari every September, underlines the success and the development 
reached by the Puglia region. 

The State's presence is widely spread in the Italian economy, although the public 
sector deficit and debt, plus the European Union restrictions on state aid to industry, have 
contributed to gradual shift in government policy on public ownership. The largest of the 
state holding companies is l.R.I. (Institute for Industrial Reconstruction). its subsidiaries 

1 The Economist Intelligence Unit, 1993. 
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include not only manufacturing companies, but major international construction companies 
(ltalstat and Italimpianti), the national shipping company (Finmare), the national airline 
(Alitalia). the telephone company (S~P), the highways and three major banks. Another 
giant holding company is ENI (Ente Nazionale ldrocarburi), which is very powerful 
nationa:ty and internationally in the energy sector. 

In late 1992 the Italian Government introduced a privatisation programme which 
intended to dismantle the production state sector. The main achievement of the 
Government at that time was to transform the major state shareholders into joint-stock 
companies, as a preliminary step towards their privatisation. 

The role played by the Italian private small industries in the development of the 
country after World War II has been of high importance and se~eral Italian small 
entrepreneurs look now with interest at the possibility to extend their business in an 
international context through the creation of joint ventures with entrepreneurs of 
developing countries. Confindustria (Confederation of Italian Industries) represents the 
interests of all the small, medium and large industries of the private sector operating in 
Italy Confindustrin covers around 130,000 firms of every size, dealing with all kind of 
products. Confindustria is structured as foJlows: 

I05 Territorial Associations which cover enterprises in a particular area of the 
country (usually a Province) and deal with problems of common interest to 
business in that area. 

I 04 Branch Associations which cover the firms operating in a specific sector and 
deal with the problems of that sector of industry. 

30 Sectoral Federations which deal with the problems of the industry at regional 
level. 

b. National infrastructure reganling the project 

The office has relations with the following authorities and institutions: 

I. Central administrative authorities: 

Ministry of Foreign Affain 
Directorate General for Development Cooperation, (DGCS) 
Directorate General for Economic Affairs 

Ministry of Foreign Trade 
Italian Trade Commission, (ICE) 

2. Government Financing Institutions: 

MEDJOCREDITO CENTRALE, entrusted with the disbursement of soft loans for 
export, joint ventures, concessional financing for developing countries 
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SIMEST, merchant bank entrusted with promotion, development and financing of 
joint ventures in developing countries and Eastern Europe 

FINEST, created to facilitate investment activities in Eastern Europe of Italian 
companies based in Friuli-Venezia-Giulia 

SACE, entrusted with the task of providing insurance for political risks linked to 
export credit 

3. Associations 

Chambers of Commerce and in particular Milan Chamber of Commerce 

Milan Fair Authority 

CONFINDUSTRIA, federation of Italian industries 

API (association of small manufacturers) at regional level 

c. IPSO Milan in 1he UNIDO context 

UNIDO assists developing countries in promoting inward investment flows and, for 
this purpose, has established a network of Investment Promotion Service Offices, mainly 
in industrialized countries, to identify, promote and mobilize technical, financial and 
managerial resources needed to implement industrial joint-ventures in developing 
countries. 

The main activities of IPSOs are: 

to contact in their respective countries enterprises willing to consider a business 
partnership in a developing country establishing a data bank with records of the 
potential investors; 

to analyze project profiles and investment proposals, coming from UNIDO 
Headquarters or other souaces, in order to determine whether a potential 
entrepreneur can be found in the country; 

to establish contacts with the local associations of enterprises for the promotion of 
the above mentioned investment projects; 

to provide information, utilizing the UNIDO network, on the climate for investment 
in the developing countries concerned. In some offices it is possible to have the 
assistance of a delegate of the concerned developing country, if the delegate's 
programme is foreseen in the office activities; 

to bring the local investor and the prospective foreign partner into direct contact 
through UNJDO investment promotion meetings and fora; 
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to assist the parties in their negotiations and in completing the preparation of 
preinvestment studies. up to the stage at which the panies can conclude a written 
agreement to implement the project; 

to assist delegations from developing countries in contacting potential local 
entrepreneurs as well as industrial and financial institutions of the host country; 

to assist k'cal entrepreneurs in their negotiations with banks and financial 
institutions regarding credits for industrial joint-ventures in developing countries; 

to disseminate information on the available technologies and on the possibility of 
transfer of technology from the host country; 

to organize presentation meetings and symposia in order to familiarize the host 
country companies and institutions with investment opportunities in developing 
countries; 

to diffuse modem methods and techniques for the evaluation and preparation of 
investment projects and disseminating UNIDO software created for this purpose; 

to undertake all additional necessary activities aiming at the achievement of the 
foreseen objectives. 

IPSOs are financed by their host countries, which make appropriate voluntary 
contributions to UNIDO in order to meet the operational costs involved. The staff 
app<Jmted to work in the office has the status of technical cooperation project personnel 
under the 200 series of the staff rules. 

8. 1be Project Document 

a. Analysis 

l. Brief Oudine 

The project document governing the activities of IPSO Milan during its first 
extension was prepared in May 1989 and covers a period of 64 months (September J 989 
to December 1994). (Annex Nr. IX) 

The initial biennium (September 1987 to September 1989) was covered by a 
previous project document which expired in September 1989. 

Following a letter of the Director-General of UNIDO dated S March 1990 (Annex 
Nr. III) the Italian Permanent Representation to UNIDO. satisfied with the results of the 
first phase of the operations. approved the present extension of the project with a letter 
dated S March 1990 to the Director-General of UNIDO. (Annex Nr. Ill) 

The structure of the document is in three pans as follows: 
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Pan A: Basic Data 

Pan B: Narrative 
1. Background information 
2. Objectives 

a development objectives 
b. immediate objectives and activities 

Pan C: Institutional structure of the UNIDO Industrial Promotion 
Office in Milan 

Attached to the document there is a project budget dated 13/12/1989 (Annex 
Nr. V) for total USS 5,496,100 covering the five years with a justification for each budget 
line. The overheads agency support costs are not included: 

13% on personnel costs 
5% on all other costs 

(USS 2,874,200) 
(USS 2,621,900) 

TOTAL 

USS 373,646 and 
USS 131.095 
USS 504,741 

These figures bring the to~al cost of the oroiect to USS 6.000.841 equivalent in 
April 1989 to Italian Lire LIT. 8,101,135,350 at the exchange rate of USS 1 =LIT. 1,350. 
(See first page of project document - Annex IX.) 

2. Detailed considerations 

The background information provided is very general and gives a brief description 
of IPSO and of the chronological administrative progress during the initial two years of 
activities. 

The project document does n<'t specify any outputs and, therefore, the office 
operates without pre-determined targets. 

The long list of project activities does not lead to a precise formulation of specific 
results to be attained. However, it has to be noted that activities such as provision of 
information, advice and assistance, which may or may not lead to concrete results in terms 
of projects concluded, can have strong effects in form of awareness creation, regarding the 
existence of the Office and its activities. 

The promotional nature of the Office and the impossibility of making precise 
forecasts for the number or the value of the promoted or concluded projects does not allow 
the team to define the outputs in concrete terms. 

The project objectives and the activities of the project can be summarized as 
follows: 
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to mobilize financial. human and technical resources for promoting joint business 
activities through international cooperation between Italian entrepreneurs and 
sponsors in developing countries 

to assist UNIDO in its programmes of industrialization. which involve promotion of 
investments and transfer of technology. Italy makes available a special purpose 
contribution for the continuation of the activities of IPSO in Milan 

to help in the industrialization efforts. IPSO will contribute in the identification of 
industrial investment opportunities in developing countries. bringing them to the 
attention of Italian potential investors. inserted in a data bank established and 
continuously updated by IPSO. 

IPSO Milan will pay due attention to the sectorial and geographical priorities 
established by the Italian Development Cooperation matching them with the 
priority sectors in UNIDO's work programme. 

to prepare in cooperation with UNIDO Headquarters analysis of socio-economic 
situations in priority countries selected in consultation with the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. in order to identify priorities and potentialities 

to bring to the attention of Italian enterprises proposals for project profiles with 
special regard to small and medium scale industries 

to identify potential partners in Italy, assisting them by providing information and 
advice regarding joint-ventures. subcontracting, limited partnership and any other 
form of transfer of resources-

to organize visits in Italy for partners from developing countries, providing 
information on the available technologies existing in Italy 

to provide information to Italian entrepreneurs on the developing countries 
concerned regarding policies and procedures governing foreign investments 

to develop cooperation with Italian institutions, including banks, concerned with the 
strengthening of industrial development cooperation with developing countries 

to advise on the financing, especially from public Italian authorities and from 
national and international financial institutions involved in the financing of 
industrial projects in developing countries 

to organize participation of Italian entrepreneurs in UNIDO's Investment Project 
Promotion meetings 

to organize seminars in Italy for industrial projects and technology transfer 

to help the entrepreneu~s in the analysis of the financial and economic feasibility of 
proposed projects through the UNIDO computerized programmes 



to assist selected joint-venture partners with project completion facilities. which 
aim at alleviating their financial burden in implementing the initial stage of the 
joint-venture, by co-financing pre-investment studies 

to provide on-job orientation programmes in the field of industrial promotion for 
•iationals of developing countries in Italy_ The so-called "delegates programme", 
which consists of delegates from developing countries who operate as advisers for 
mvestment promotion in their own country at the Milan premises. 

The last pan of the document (Part C) deals with the institutional structure of the 
office and can be summarized as follows: 

UNIDO will operate and supervise IPSO Milan in accordance with the UNIDO 
regulations. rules and procedures and the Head of IPSO shall manage the 
operations. 

From its contribution to the Industrial Development Fund. Italy will place at the 
disposal of UNID') a special purpose contribution for the functioning of IPSO 
Milan. on the basis of a mutually agreed budget. 

UNIDO shall, according to its financial regulations and rules, establish a project 
account to be used exclusively for this project and accordingly administered_ All 
financial accounts should be expressed in USS and all transactions should be 
converted in USS at the official UN rate of exchange at the date of the payment. 

The project account shall be dtarged with an amount equivalent to 13% for all 
personnel expenditure and 5% for all other expenditure as administrative overhead 
costs for UNIDO. 

The project account will be charged with an amount equivalent to I% of the net 
salary of the persons whose engagement is financed by the project account. This 
provision aims at providing a resc=rve for coverage of any claim involving service 
incurred death, injury or illness, under the UNIDO regulations governing the 
contracts. This reserve will not be refunded to the Government. 

UNIDO shall keep the Government of Italy informed on the activities of IPSO 
Milan, through the Permanent Mission to UNIDO in Vienna. The Head of the 
Office shall maintain direct contacts with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Rome. 

UNIDO shall furnish Italy with an annual report on the progress of the Office, as 
well as an annual financial statement. UNIDO will also submit a work programme 
for each year of operation of the Office. Thas work programme shall be in line with 
the objectives of the Office. 

The Government of Italy and UNIDO shall carry out a joint evaluation prior to the 
completion of the perio~ covered by the approved budget, to decide whether or not 
to continue the programme. 
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The above mentioned paragraphs of the document do not indicate a monitoring 
mechanism for the tracking of major project milestones and recognition of any difficulties 
that would require management action to be undertaken by UNIDO. 

Although mentioned in the document. no work plan or other means of scheduling 
project activities were included in the document. The 'bsence of this plan does not give 
the possibility to establish to what extent the implementation of the main activities have 
followed the initial pro_iect plan. 

The target beneficiaries and the project strategy are stated. However, the approach 
and the modalities of execution could have beer. outlined more specifically, indicating with 
which national institutions the ties should have been strengthened or established. 

The design of the project did not indicate the results of the previous two year 
phase. Based on the two year experience the objectives and the outputs could have been 
indicated in some verifiable ana quantifiable terms. 

b. The staffing of IPSO Milm 

The project document indicates that the staff of the Office will be recruited by 
UNIDO according to its rules and regulations. Regarding the international professional 
personnel the budget attached to the document foresees three professionals including the 
Head for the entire duration of the project, one professional for three years and 60 
man/months for ~hort term consultants_ 

Regarding the administrative support personnel to be recruited locally four general 
service staff are foreseen for a total cost of USS 850,000 over the total five year period. 

For the delegates programme USS 408,000 are budgeted over the five year period. 

Due to the fact that some positions have not been filled in or that some staff has 
left earlier, some budget revisions have been made among budget lines and at the time of 
the evaluation (end September 1994) the staffing situation of the Office was as follows: 

4 Internationally recruited professional staff and consultants. 

2 Internationally recruited associate experts, financed by the Italian 
Government under another budget source, not related to IPSO Funds. Of 
these two associate experts in investment promotion one is of Iranian 
nationality and based in Milan, while the other is Italian and is based in 
Manila/Philippines. 
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3 Delegates from: China. Poland and Czech Republic. One new delegate fr<'m 
India is expected in October 1994. Budget line 11-31. 

7 Gen:!ral Service staff. of \\-hom 2 part time. Budget line 13-00. 

The present situation of the staff given by IPSO Milan to the evaluation team is as 

follows: 

I. Officer-in-Charge Mr. Stefano GIOV ANNELLI (from 01/06/88) 

2. Investment Promotion Mr. Graziano BERTOGLI (from 15/09/87) 

Officer Latin America 
Programme 

3. Investment Promotion Ms. Monica CARCO (from 01/0~/91) 

Officer £astern Europe 
Programme 

4. Asia Programme Mr. Francesco MANDELL! (from 05/04/94) 

5. A:;sociate Expert Ms. Ramina SAMII (from 01/11/92) 

6. Associate Expert Mr. Giuseppe MESSUTI (from 08/02/93) 

(based in Manila) 

7. Chinese Delegate Mr. SONG Xianfeng (from 23/06/93) 

8. Polish Delegate Mr. Grzegorz BYCHA WSKY (from 07/02i94) 

9. Czech Delegate Mr. Petr JAROS (from 09/02/94) 

10. An Indian Delegate is being selected to talce up duties before the end of 1994. 

11. Secretaries Ms. Luisa CAPELLA 

Ms. Joelle CAPPELLETTI 
Ms. Aileen TOAL 
Ms. Roberta TORZA 
Ms. Sonia CUESTAS 
Ms. Marina REBORA 
Ms. Donatella PERROTT A 

(from 12/09/88 
from 01/05/92 

part-time) 
(from 02/10/89) 
(from 08/01/90) 
(from 02/12/91) 
(from 02/01/93) 
(from 06/01/93) 
(from 05/09/94 
part-time) 
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We have to add that the Head of IPSO Milan, who was directing the Office from 
its beginning in 1987, came back to the Headquarters in Vienna early 1994 and that a 
delegate of Vietnam, who according to the interviews with the Italian entrepreneurs 
worked successfully on promotion and assistance for the investments in this country, is no 
longer in IPSO having comple:ed his period of assignment 

IL Projttt implementation 

A. Delivery of inputs 

a. Govemment/UNIDO inputs 

The activities of IPSO Milan are financed for five years, 1989 to 1994, with funds 
allocated by the Italian Government to the Industrial Development Fund of UNIDO, as a 
special purpose contribution. 

The financial resources are provided by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is 
the Government Counterpart Agency. The total initial budget of the project was USS 
5,496,I 00 without overheads agency support costs. (Annex no. V). 

Due to several revisions on 11 November 1993 the Italian Permanent Mission to 
UNIDO approved a fourth revised project allotment document for USS 5,611,938 (Annex 
no. VI) 

It has to be noted that while the initial budget document bas to specify the 
breakdown of costs for each year and each budget sub-component, the revision of the 
project budget does not require the specifications of the sub-totals for each budget line. 

The detailed repon on project expenditure as on 30 September 1994 (date of the 
evaluation mission) shows a total expenditure of US$ 3,560,209 for the period from 
September 1989 to end December 1993 and USS 471,394 for the first nine months of 
1994. This brings the total expenditure of the project until end September 1994 to 
USS 4,031,603. (Annex no. IV). 

While taking into account that some expenditure occured before this date has not 
yet been recorded, from these figures the mission gathered that, three months before the 
completil)n date, the project has a positive balance of more than USS 1.5 million. 

All the global accounts are kept in UNIDONienna and the office in Milan is 
sending a monthly report of the local expenditures. 
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b. Steerin& by UNIDO HeadquanelS md the Ministry of Fomgn AffailS 

UNIDO operates and supervises the Office in Milan. The IPSO reports to UNIDO, 
namely to the Investment and Technology Promotion Division. According to the IPSO's 
operation manual, IPSOs have to report to UNIDO on their substantive activities on a 
quarterly and yearly basis, using model reports which are the same for all the offices. 

The compliance of the office in Milan with these requirements is good and regular. 

The last yearly report presented covering the activities for 1993 elucidates well the 
context in which IPSO is operating, the results of the investment promotion activities, the 
databank programme and the special and public relation activities undenaken by the 
Office. 

UNIDO keeps the Ministry of Foreign Affa!rs informed on the situation of the 
project through the Italian Permanent Mission in Vienna. The Head of the Office should 
maintain direct contacts with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs regarding the sectoral and 
geographical operational priorities. established by the General Directorate or Development 
Cooperation. 

The evaluation team found that the office does little in support of Italian small and 
medium industries to complement the strategy of th~ Ministry over the national territory. 

The project proposals from UNIDO Headquarters have been widely distributed and 
promoted among the Italian potential entrepreneurs. According to the data available, at end 
1993: 

3.635 investment project profiles were distributed 
799 of which formulated by IPSO Milan itself_ 

t. General management of the Oflite 

The fact that since its beginning in 1987 the Head of the Office in Milan was a 
UNIDO staff member with twenty years of experience in the organization, it has assured 
the proper establishment of the office, which is now operating in accordance with the 
UNIDO rules and regulations. 

The evaluation mission during the two days spent at IPSO Milan gained the 
impression that the office is well organized and the tasks are precisely assigned. The 
mission had no time to ascertain whether the job descriptions of the local administrative 
support staff reflect the duties discharged by each staff member. 

The DIPP (Databank. for Investment Promotion Programme), which is a software 
package designed to automate all the information necessary for an investment promotion 
programme, is updated and maintained mainly by one general service local staff. This 
programme has been designed ~nd developed by IPSO Milan and is today an integral part 
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of the worldwide network of the UNIDO Investment Services. ensuring that all 
promotional activities undertaken by all IPSOs are immediately recorded. 

8. Implementation of ac:tivities relatrd to investme11t in developing co1D1tries 

a. Genenil promotion of the ac:tivities 

The main task of an IPSO is to identify. promote and mobilize managerial. 
technical and financial resources to implement industrial joint-ventures in developing 
countries. helping in the finalization of partnership agreements. 

In order to fulfil its tasks the office has to develop certain activities. The matching 
of the possible partners and of the proposed project profiles is certainly one of the most 
important In this context. the utilization of the DIPP is one of the most interesting 
instruments. 

More than 800/o of the project profiles in the Databank of IPSO comt-.s from the 
Headquarters in Vienna. which centralize and screen the requests received from developing 
countries. 

DIPP gives the possibility of extracting the information by the databank listing the 
projects and identifying the potential investors 

The DIPP is structured as follows: 

investor records of all Italian entrepreneurs entered in the programme in 
alphabetical order. classified as per ISIC (International Standard Industrial 
Classification). the countries of interest and the type of cooperation envisaged 

project archive of the main elements of project investment proposals. such as the 
products. capacity. estimated investment. type of cooperation envisaged and 
counterpart of the proposal 

potential sponsor, who is automatically ;npuned when making the matching in the 
project archive 

Since all information regarding the projects inserted in the programme is stored, a 
continuous monitoring of the progress of the negotiations is possible. The project profiles 
inputted in the DIPP and inactive for more than two yurs are periodically deleted. 

Another important channel utilized by IPSO Milan for the promotion and 
divulgation of their activities is the participation in a number of meetings and seminars 
organized by Chambers of Commerce, Regional entrepreneurs associations, finar1cial 
institutions, etc. These participants gave IPSO the opportunity to reach several 
industrialists, financial operators and associations of small and medium entrepreneurs, 
presenting UNIDO and the activities promoted. Most of these activities were developed in 
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the regions of Northern Italy, but this reflects the distribution of the Ita:i:m entrepreneurs 
in the national territory. It is known that 80% of the factories are in Northern Italy, 35% 
of which are in the Lombardy region. 

However, the evaluation tearr. deems necessary that IPSO makes a bigger 
promotional effort in those regions of Italy that do not have easy access to the services of 
the office. Namely the promotion efforts should be strengthened in the following regions: 
Marche, Toscana, Lazio, Campania, Puglie where there is among concentration of small 
industries, which could be very interested in small industrial joint-ventures. 

To promote its activities in these regions IPSO should elaborate a plan of action, 
strategically adapted to the particular needs and priorities of the country in coordination 
with the national public infrastructure (ministries, financial institutions, Chambers of 
Commerce, Foreign Commerce Institutes, banks ... ) and the local and secton-·J associations 
of entrepreneurs. 

Several of these meetings were organized in the organizational framework of 
Boritec, the international cooperation development and investment exchange. Boritec is 
organized once per year in the premises of the Fair of Milan by several institutions and 
organizations, among them also L1e UNIDO IPSO in Milan. 

Boritec is a highly qualified opportunity fo: entrepreneurs since over three days a 
large number of projects and business opportunities from all over the world are presented, 
identified, examined, assessed and quantified. These projects, in the majority of cases, are 
related to business representatives who are personally participating, as they are involved 
by the organizers of exchange. This is a very good opportunity to have access to all major 
subjects actively operating in the world of industrial cooperation, joint ventures, know-how 
transfer and development cooperation in general. 

The birth of the idea of Boritec goes back to the General April International Trade 
Fair of Milan and its services such as SAL.CO.EST (Foreign Trade Show) and CIS 
(International Exchanges Center) which for more than twenty years were the predecessors 
of Boritec. 

The big development for this kind of international exchange was the end in 1989 of 
the April International Fair. The operators were more and more participating in sectoral 
and specialized exhibitions (in the premises of the Milan Fair Area 90 specialized fairs are 
organized every year). The first edition of Boritec was in 1988 and thanks also to the 
active interest of the first Head of IPSO Milan, it hac since then oecome an increasingly 
important center of exchange for industrial investment opportunities in devekt>ing 
countries, becoming a yearly multilateral meeting point, where the presence of UNIDO 
IPS Office as organizer and promoter is of paramount importance. 

This kind of international industrial investment exchange represents the best way to 
contribute to the development of developing countries, participating iri the creation of new 
job opportunitie.;. 
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In the light of the above an::f considenng that Lombardy is lhe region of Italy with 
the highest concentration of industnes. it is unquestionable that the location of IPSO in 
Milan and particularly within the premises of the Fair of Milan is the best possible and 
most econorric location to operate in Italy for this kind of office. 

b. lnfo1mation dissemination 

Further to its participation in investment and business promotion meetings and in 
Boritec. to reach potential Italian entrepreneurs IPSO also considerably utilizes the press 
specialized in economic and industrial activities and daily newspapers presenting regiom;I 
industrial events. 

To the nearly 3.000 entrepreneurs inserted in the DIPP. IPSO periodically sends. 
free of charge and according to their sectoral classification. the p1oject profiles that could 
be of potential interest to them. 

A concise and well prepared leaflet has been prepared, explaining in English and 
Italian the purpose, the programme of activity and the services given by IPSO Milan 

The evaluation team considers that the promotional information activity and 
material distributed by IPSO Mila., is very good, however, additional effons should be 
made. also according to the priorities and the interests of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
to extend the information to central and southern parts of the country. utilizing more 
intensively the bulletins and the facilities of the industrial sector and local associations. 
This approach will bring to the attention of all small and medium enterprises of all 
industrial sectors operating in the national terr!tory. the existence of the services given by 
IPSO Milan 

c. Identification Md selection of potential parblen 

Initially the potential Italian entrepreneurs were included in a roster, later called 
DIPP. with the help of lists provided by the Chambers of Commerce, the Institute for the 
Foreign Trade, local Associations of small entrepreneurs. etc. 

According to the interviews held by the evaluation team with the selected 
entrepreneurs. several of them contacted IPSO directly having learned of its existence 
through the press. friends, local entrepreneurs associations, presentation seminars, Italian 
Institutions, etc. 

As we have seen in the previous chapter Boritec has also been a very good source 
for identifying panr.ers on both sides: the Italian investors and partners in developing 
countries, 

Considering that Confindustria, the Italian association of industrialists has 130,000 
associates and that IPSO Milan has inserted in the DIPP around 3,000 entrepreneurs, 
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identifying and contacting all potential Italian partners for industrial cooperation in 
developing countries is far from being completed. 

The 130,000 industrialists associated in the Confindustria are divided in 104 
sectoral associations, I 05 territorial and 30 sectoral federations. 

IPSO, in order to achieve the objective to identify as many Italian entrepreneurs as 
possible, established at the beginning of 1994 a promotional unit This unit is composed of 
one associate expert and one general service staff. Their main tasks is to contact the 
exhibitors during the 90 specialized fairs organized every year in the compounds of the 
Milan Fair Authority. This procedure to identify potential partners is very effective 
considering the dimension and the reputation of the Milan Fair and the fact that a large 
share of Italian companies in a specific sector are grouped together for a few days during 
the exhibition in the same compound where I~SO is located. 

The databank of IPSO is more oriented to enterprises located in Northern Italy, 
because it reflects the distribution of the industrial companies in the country, however, the 
C-end of IPSO is now to extend its focal points in other parts of Italy. The main focal 
points are the Chambers of Commerce and the local associations of small industries. 

It has been brought to the attention of the evaluation team that the associations of 
entrepreneurs are not very helpful in this particular exercise, because in order not to 
discriminate against anybody they simply give the list of their associates without making 
any selection. Therefore, it is up to IPSO to carry out the proper screening. IPSO Milan is 
including in its roster around 1,000 new enterprises per year and 700 are canc"!lled. 

The immediate target regions for IPSO to enlarge their inclusion in the DIPP are 
those in Central Italy and the region of Naples. 

d. Identification and selection of projects 

IPSO Milan gives advice to Italian entrepreneurs on inve~tment climate, practices 
and procedures in developing countries. 

Advisory services on project financing for the implementation of the investment 
possibilities in Italy, like funds for industrial cooperation of the Ministry of Foreign 
affairs, international banks, national institutions to support export credits, commercial 
banks. 

An additional function is to advise Italian companies on UNIDO operations, i.e. on 
procedures, referring to UNIDO staff who are handling specific projects or in providing 
technical advice for the evaluation of investment projects through the computerized 
programme of U:l'.100, PROPSPIN (Project Profile Screening an Pre-appraisal System). 

Another special advisory service is to provide some entrepreneurs with project 
development facilities for joint vrntures, through co-financing of pre-investment studies. 
This facility will be analyzed in detail in the next chapter. 
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The activities related to the project cycle concentrate mainly on promotion and pre
investment negotiations if the partners request the assistance of IPSO_ 

From 1990 to the first quaner of 1994 IPSO has included in the DIPP 3.989 project 
profiles of which 977 have been generated by the Milan office itself, through panicipation 
in exhibitions, bilateral meetings, seminars, fora in developing countries and factory visits_ 
During 1993 according to the interest shown nearly 1.200 project profiles have been 
distributed to Italian entrepreneurs divided as follows: 

3 5% in Eastern Europe 
28% in Asia 
20% in Latin America 
17% in Africa, including the Mediterranean area 

IPSO is also promoting jointly to other IPSOs selected bilateral projects in a 
framework of work cooperation_ 

T.ae project profiles received by UNIDO Headquaners are not panicularly screened 
because it is assumed that this has been done in Vienna by the Investment Services 
Division, which has to check whether the project sponsor in the developing country can 
meet the financial requirements, otherwise the project will be unable to attract investors. 
Fundamental for the promotability of project proposals is the "raison d'etre" of the project 
as well as the accuracy and reliability of the data provided in the project questionnaire. 
The potential investor gets a first decisive opinion on the projects attractiveness on the 
basis of the presentation and the quality of the project information. The information 
should, therefore, be conveyed in a clear and concise way_ 

Another issue in the selection process of a project is its age_ If a profile has been 
prepared more than one year ago and has not been updated, it is unlikely that it is still 
relevant and therefore promotable_ 

IPSO Milan is assisting the entrepreneurs in the technical appraisal of the projects 
in several ways: 

through the "Manual for preparation of industrial feasibility studies" (which has 
been sold to several entrepreneurs) and by setting up an internationally recognized 
methodology for elaborating market, technical and financial feasibility aspects of 
investment projects at different levels of their development cycle 

through the PROPSPIN (Project Profile Screening and Pre-appraisal System) which 
is a simple tool for fast project proposals screening to provide technical advice 
regarding the financial viability of the investment project. PROPSPIN presents a 
business plan with only the financial results of a given project's operations in the 
form of tables and ratios. 

through co-sharing cf complete feasibility studies. These studies are carried out 
through the utilization of Comfar, which is a computer software package developed 
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by UNIDO for financial and economic feasibility analysis. The use of Comfar is 
requested when comprehensive pre-investment studies, through outside consultants. 
are undertaken. The Comfar, developed in 1983, is now at its 4th version. It gives 
the user the possibility to choose the level of depth of financial and economic 
appraisal of the investment project, depending on the stage of project development 
and the quantitative information available. 

This tool is part of the package called "Project completion facility", for which the 
entrepreneurs have to pay at least one third of the study's costs, considering, however, that 
UNIDO/IPSO contribution cannot exceed the total amount of USS 80.000. The evaluation 
team has some reservations on the use of the terminology "Project completion facility". It 
would be more appropriate to call it "Project development facility', because in some cases 
only a pre-investment study is carried out Moreover, a feasibility study will not give any 
assurance that a concluded project arrives at an operational stage. The feasibility study will 
only supply additional and important information enabling the parties to decide whether to 
continue the negotiations. From the completion of the feasibility study to the start of the 
operation of the joint-venture there is still a long way to go. 

e. Some successful project stories 

IPSO Milan is well managed and operates efficiently. The former Head and the 
other professional staff often have taken initiatives, not exactly specified in the Terms of 
Reference of the project, to interpret with enthusiasm the tasks of such an office, 
considering that several Itali311 entrepreneurs have the interest and potential for joint
ventures in developing countries, but encounter various difficulties such as finding the 
right partner, problems with the language, insufficient knowledge of the investment climate 
in the developing country, lack of information on the local legislation, etc. 

All the selected entrepreneurs interviewed by the evaluation team have expressed 
their satisfaction with the establishment of such an office and their "surprise" for a 
structure very efficient for the assistance and the services rendered. Additionally, it has 
been noted that, unlike other national institutions entrusted with analogous tasks and 
having similar purpose (to support the development of industrial joint-ventures with 
developing countries), the services offered by IPSO Milan are free of charge. The 
evaluation team noticeJ that several entrepreneurs after initial surprise (the entrepreneur is 
not used to receive free of charge such a valuable service that involves time consuming i'l 
assistance, international phone calls, utilization of software, translations, etc.) are now so 
enthusiastic that they are ready to be charged for services rendered by IPSO. 

In order to have a more effective and selective service some entrepreneurs have 
proposed to introduce some financial contributions such as: 

an entry fee for the DIPP 
a fee for opening the file in case of concrete proposals 
a percentage on the value of the concluded joint-venture 

The report will analyze more deeply these issues in the next chapter. 
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The evaluators will now report in the following tables some successful stories 
which have been prepared by IPSO Milan during the evaluation. The entrepreneurs of the 
three sample cases reported have been interviewed by the evaluation team and have all 
expressed their appreciation for the valuable assistance given by IPSO. 
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BXAMPLBS OF ASSISTUCB RBlfDBRBD TO 
SMALL DD MBDIUM BlfTBRPRISBS 

(Case number 1) 

BUROPISH 

FROZEN PISH IN VIBTNAM 

1. The project was promoted in the framework of Vietnam Inve1mart: 

2. The Italian investor was accompani•d to survey project site during the Forum 

3. Assistance was provided throughout negotiation phase, encompassing: 

developing business plan 
drafting J.V. contract 
mobilization of funds from Italian Government (Art. 7) 
clarification of issues related to local practi••• through intervention 
of counterpart organization, s.c.c.I. 

4. The Italian sponsor was accompanied by one IPO officer and by the Vietnamese 
delegate with the IPO for the final round of negotiations in Vietnam which WQ~e 
concluded with the signature of the joint-venture contract. 

N 
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EXAMPLES OP ASSISTANCE RBRDBRBD TO 
SMALL ARD MEDIUM BHTERPRISES 

(Case number 2) 

m 
BLECTRICITY METERS IN CHINA 

1. The project idea was developed by the Italian company, as an attempt to establish a 
footh~ld in China. 

2. As a number of potential Chinese counterparts were identified by the Chinese delegat 
with the IPO. 

3. The Italian proponent was accompanied ~o survey alternative project sites. 
' 

4. A Chinese counterpart was accordingly selected snd invited to participate in BORITEC. 

5. Assistance to the Italian sponsor was provided in order to develop a business plan. 

6. Assistance to both partners was provided for the drafting of a JV agreement. 

7. The Italian sponsor has now required the IPO to develop a fully-fledged feasibility 
study through the use of P.C.F. 

,.,, 
00 



EXAMPLES OF ASSISTDCB RBRDBRBD TO 
SMALL AND MEDIUM BRHRPRISBS 

(Case number 3) 

SOCADO 

CHOCOLATE PASTB IN MBXIt::O 

l. The project idea was collected in Mexico during screening mission in the framework 
of the IPO-Mexico programme. 

2. The Italian investor was identified through IPO's databank. 

3. The project was introduced to Italian investor. 

4. Assistance was provided throughout negotiation phase, encompassing: 

evaluating proposal from Mexican sponsor 
developing business plan 
drafting joint-venture contract 

s. The Italian spcnsor was accompanied by one IPO officer for the final round of 
negotiations in Mexico which were concluded with the constitution of joint-venture 
and the definition of an agreement covering the brand name and the share of export 
markets in the USA, Hong-Kong and Canada. 

N 
.0 
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f. National Institutional Partners 

The evaluation team appreciates that the project has been able to establish working 
relations with the major institutional partners in the national context. except the Italian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Directorate General for Development Cooperation. DGCS) 
with which it had virtually no relations at all. The project has been able to provide 
qualified services to all major public and private institutions in the field of Investment 
Promotion through the exchange of information. production of Business Plans and pre-
f easibility studies and the rare use of the Project Completion Facility; unfortunately the 
project has not been able to provide promotional services to one of the most imponant 
Italian institutions. the DGCS. involved in the financing of industrial projects in 
developing countries. 

The evaluation team deems that IPSO should suppon and give priority to the use of 
the financing facilities outlined by the Italian Cooperation Law and be more effective in 
those fields that are instrumental for the smooth implementation of the investment 
cooperation activities. 

The major Italian institutional partners in the context of the IPSO Milan are: 

lcalim MinistJy of Fo~ign Affairs 

The Italian Foreign Ministry covers the financing requirements of IPSO Milan 
through its voluntary contribution to UNIDO. 

Through the General Directorate of Development Cooperation, the Italian Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs has put in place a series of' instruments to promote the 
internationalizatioYl of the Italian enterprises in developing countries. 

In particular Art. 7 of the Italian Cooperation Law and the use of credit facilities 
for joint "entures in selected countries are in need of extensive promotional effons 
especially for the production of comprehensive documentation to assess the viability of the 
initiatives. The PCF has never been used to suppon projects financed through Art. 7 of the 
Italian Cooperation and the team found that the Italian entrepreneurs interviewed during 
the mission, especially the smallest, knew very little about these financing facilities. 

Going through the past documentation it is clear that the annual review of the 
project called for closer collaboration between the DGCS and IPSO Milan as well as the 
use of the Project Completion Facility and the harmonization of the instruments for the 
assessment and the evaluation of joint venture projects (PROPSPIN, COMF AR, Manual 
for preparation of Industrial Feasibility Studies). However, this has never happened. 

According to the information received during the evaluation, since 1990, through 
the An. 7 of the Italian Cooperation Law, the Italian Foreign Ministry has finalized more 
than 30 projects and more than 20 are currently under appraisal. 
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A credit facility of USO 30 million in Tunisia is in need of promotional activities 
and will facilitate the conclusion of more than 20 new joint ventures. In Egypt a new 
credit line for joint ventures amounting to Lit 10 billion is under negotiation. In Marocco 
a new credit line of USO 30 million will be soon finalized. 

Al! these new activities will require an adequate promotional effort and their 
implementation will depend very much upon the quality of the documentation provided by 
the partners of the j_v_ Taking into account the above. the evaluation team deems 
necessary that IPSO Milan should focus on and give priority to the financing activities 
promoted by the OGCS through the technical assistance instruments at its disposal_ 
The OGCS of the Italian Foreign Ministry. being the only financial sponsor of IPSO 
Milan. also represents the most important institutional partner. 

ltalim Institute of FoRign Tnide (ICE) 

The primary mandate of this government institution is to promote the export of 
Italian goods throughout the world. 
The institute. through its network in foreign countries. can play an active role in 
investment promotion; in fact it has recently strengthened its Industrial Promotion Section 
at the headquarters where 15 employees work full time and absorb a substantial proportion 
of the 1.5 billion lira allocated for promotional activities. 

IPSO Milan has established a good working relationship with ICE which regulates 
the exchange of information related to investment projects. organization of workshops. 
seminars and fora for investment opportunities in selected countries and exchange of 
software related to the monitoring of ir.vestment activities. 

ICE represents one of the most important partners of IPSO and of the Milan Fair 
Authority for the organization of the annual edition of BORITEC. 

Mediotredito Centr.lle 

This is the Italian state financing institution responsible for soft loans related to the 
Italian export and joint venture investments. as well as financial support to developing 
countries. 

Since April 1993 Mediocredito has become a company and the privatization 
process will soon characterize the bank as a commercial institution. The Foreign Section 
of the bank is composed of three branches: Concessional Export Credit. Joint Venture, 
Commercial Export Credit 

In the framework of Art. 7 of the Italian Cooperation Law which prov: des financial 
support to the Italian joint ventures in developing countries, Mediocredito Centrale 
provides the Italian Foreign Ministry with an evaluation of the reliability of the partners 
and their financial capability. 
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After a training exercise for two officials of Mediocredito on project feasibility and 
appraisal methodology held in November 1992 at IPSO Milan. working relations were 
strengthened in the field of project financing schemes. investment promotion seminars. 
training of officials in the use of PROPSPIN and COMF AR and all activities related to the 
promotion of the SMEs. 

Sll\IFST 

This institution was established by the Italian state law n. I 00/1990 to support 
Italian entrepreneurs in their joint venture activities in foreign countries. SIMEST whose 
activities started in 1991 works as a merchant bank with the mandate of a) promotin~ joint 
venture projects. b) developing industrial activities. c) subscribing up to 15 % of the 
equity. 

SIMEST considers negligible the past collaboration with IPSO Milan except for the 
cooperation in the promotion of some j.v. agreements in Eastern Europe and Latin 
America. SIMEST officials deem that the Project Completion Facility has hardly been 
used to support investment projects at all. 

FINFST 

FINEST was created by the state law n. 19/91 with the mandate of facilitating the 
establishment of ir·'estment activities in Eastern Europe by Italian companies based in 
Friuli Venezia Giulia. FINEST provides: 

financial assistance up to 25 per cent of the total investment 
technical administrative and management assistance 

Cooperation activities between IPSO and FINEST have been of minor entity. 

SACE 

SACE, created in 1977 by the law n. 227, is the Italian institution entrusted with 
the task of providing insurance for political risks linked to export credit. Very recently 
SACE has established a new line for project financing to private companies interested in 
direct investment in developing countries. SACE has established a series of criteria to 
release this insuranc1~: the preparation of a feasibility study and an accurate financial 
analysis is an essential requirement for access to this facility. 

IPSO Milan has established good working relations with SACE and has already 
prepared three feasibility studies for private investments and one is under preparation. 
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Milm Cllamber of Commerce met Milm Fair Authority 
for Che o~aniz~on of BORITEC 

UNIDO has participated as co-organizer of six BORITEC events along with Milan 
Fair Authority. Milan Chamber of Commen.e. Italian Ministry of Foreign Trade anJ the 
Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

BORITEC is a forum to promote international cooperation md investtr.ent between 
Italian enterprises and the participating countries. in particular deve 'oping countries. 

During the six events. delegations from 57 different countries were invited and 
participated; 23 seminars on different investment topics were organized; more than 2,200 
projects were presented; 310 entrepreneurs from developing countries and Eastern Europe 
and 132 government officials have participated. 

The organization of BORITEC represents one of the most important activities of 
IPSO Milan and an important opportunity to support industrial cooperation through the 
pragmatic approach based on project promotion. 

CONFINDUSTRIA 

CONFINDUSTRIA is the most important federation of Italian manufacturers 
representing more than 130,000 enterprises. Of course. investment promotion is one of the 
major activities of the organization and its officials deem the collaboration with IPSO 
Milan very important because they share the same priority objectives. 

IPSO Milan is always invited to all promotional activities organized by 
CONFINDUSTRIA while in exchange CONFINDUSTRIA is ready to disseminate 
information among the subscribers on the investment opportunities and projects that IPSO 
Milan and UNIDO have screened around the world. 

g. Status of projects identified 

The number of investment projects concluded thanks to the promotional action of 
IPSO. is one of the most important criteria for evaluating the performance of an 
Investment Promotion Service Office. To have some indicators to measure the progress of 
the activities of an JPS Office. the investment projects can be divided as follows: 

promoted 
under negotiations 
concluded 
operationals 

These stages represent the phases of a project development, going from: 
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the promotion through seminars and meetings, searching for partners, etc. 
to the assistance at the negotiations between partners who have signed a 
preliminary letter of intention, providing information on country laws, developing 
business plans, helping in drafting contracts, feasibility studies, etc. 
to the conclusion of the joint-venture, (the formal contract signed by the partners 
defining the financial commitments) "concluded project" 
and the subsequent operational stage when the factory starts its production. 

Analysing this project development the definition of "concluded project" should be 
well specified and this stage should be a milestone of the investment promotion process 
rather than a goal. In fact, the signature of a contract, if all the financial obligations cannot 
be realized, does not mean that the factory will start to produce. 

According to the information received by IPSO Milan, from 1990 to the I st quarter 
of 1994, the office has: 

promoted 3.989 projects, which constitutes the portfolio 
of which 977 were identified and originated by IPSO itself in cooperation with the 
delegates and the Italian entrepreneurs 
600 negotiations have been followed 
103 projects have been "concluded" 
25 projects are operational. 

The above mentioned figures show the importance and the dimension of this 

activity. 

The geographical distribution of the projects concluded is as follows: 

Latin Amen ca 41 % 
Asia 39% 
Africa 10% 
Eastern Europe 9% 

The 25 operational projects are divided as follows: 

Latin America 6 
A~a 13 
Eastern Europe 6 

for a total volume of investment of USS 193,97 million, which represent the 
following investment generation ratio: 

Each USS spent from the budget of IPSO Milan has generated, during the above 
mentioned period, USS 49.23 of investment in projects already operational. 
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The delegates programme is one of the peculiarities of the IPS programme and its 
impact varies according to the nationality, the professional experience and the enthusiasm 
the delegates have utilizing the programme for the development of their own country. 

The characteristic of the programme is to have in IPSO a national of a developing 
country in which the Italian entrepreneurs could be interested in joint-ventures. Th,. 
advantage of having somebody of this country who possesses the knowledge of the 
language, of the investments legislation, of the administrative institutional structure and of 
the local business climate is of paramount imponance. 

The basic objectives of the programme are: 

to strengthen investment promotion through the familiarization of country delegates 
in the techniques and tools of inve~tment promotion of IPSO 
to promote individual industrial projects from the delegate's country among 
potential Italian investment pa.'1ners 

The major tasks of the country delegate during the stay at IPSO are: 

informing appropriate institutions and companies in Italy about the delegate 
programme, inviting to make use of the services offered 
promotion in Italy of the project proposals coming from his/her country 
serving as a focal point in Italy for businessmen of the home country wishing to 
get in touch with Italian Institutions or entrepreneurs, establishing appointments and 
preparing programmes of visits 
informing the home country periodically and upon request on aspects relevant to 
industrial cooperation in Italy 

The programme gives the country the opponunity to host delegates of countries 
where the Italian cooperation is weak, but can also complement the bilateral cooperation 
for countries where there is a panicular interest on the pan of the Italian entrepreneurs. 
Presently three delegates are working in IPSO Milan and they come from China, Poland 
and the Czech Republic. 

During the last five years IPSO Milan has utilized the services of seven delegates 
in all. An Indian delegate is presently under selection. The duratiof\ of their programme is 
different; one stayed in Milan over two years and some others four months. They arr 
recruited under the budget line 31 (training) and the stipend is the same for everybody -
Lit. 3.5 million per month. They promote the projects following the IPO methodology, 
utilizing DIPP, Chambers of Commerce, seminars, visiting missions of their countries. 
They are selected by IPO Milan according to the budget available. The focal point in the 
developing countries sends to IPSO three or four curricula and IPSO after an interview 
selects the most suitable candidate. 

The following is the list with the duration of the delegates who have worked in 
IPSO Milan: 
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B. Ferrari Argentina 26 months 
T.D. Phong Vietnam 24. 

0. Freudenthal Andean Countries 4. 

B_ Mwanga Tanzania 4. 

X. Song China 18 • 

G. Bychawski Poland II • 

P. Jaros Czech Republic 11 • 

It has to be noted that. while all the delegates have been paid out of the IPSO 
budget. the two delegates of Tanzania and for the Andean countries have been sent on 
training to Milan and financed under the funds of the projects on which they were 
working. at no cost to the IPSO. 

Regarding the delegates programme the evaluation team has to underline that 
several interviewed Italian entrepreneurs have expressed their appreciation for the services 
rendered by the delegates. particularly as far as information regarding the country. the 
business climate. the local legislation and the local administrative and banking structure. 
All the interviewed entrepreneurs were very satisfied with and even surprised by the 
quality of the service. especially taking into account that it was free of charge. 

Another important point on this programme has to be mentioned and brought to the 
attention of the responsible persons in UNIDO and IPSO. During the discussions at 

Confindustria (the Confederation of the Italian Industries) their potential interest in 
financing the placement at IPSO Milan of delegates of countries in which they have 
priority targets emerged. The evaluation mission informed Confindustria about the costs of 
each delegate and Confindustria pointed out that if office space in Milan should be 
difficult they would have no problem in providing hospitality at their Headquarters in 
Rome. 

The proposal seems interesting and the evaluation team recommends to UNIDO the 
necessary follow-up. 

Ill Project results and objectives 

a. Outputs 

The project document does not specify any outputs. The detailed list of project 
activities does not lead to a precise formulation of results to be expected. This can be 
acceptable only for activities such as provision of information and advice, which may or 
may not lead to concrete results in terms of concluded projects, but rather aims at creating 
increased awareness regarding the existence of the office. However, some of the fifteen 
listed activities should lead to concrete results and, therefore, should have been stipulated 
as outputs in the project documents. The activities can be grouped into the following main 
areas: 
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(i) information dissemination 
(ii) advisory services 
(iii) promotion and match-making of projects 
(iv) databank (DIPP) 
{v) project development facilities 
(vi) training in in~·estment promotion 

According to the interviews with the staff of IPSO Milan the quality of the project 
profiles transmitted from Vienna has only recently improved. Due to better screening done 
by Headquarters Vienna the profiles are now more realistic and precise and the investment 
fora (Investmarts) are organized in countries which have a certain institutional structure to 
attract foreign investments. Apparently. the quality of the profiles screened by Vienna has 
not always met the highest standards and. if a proper screening was not done by IPSO. the 
project proposals did not receive much attention from the Italian entrepreneurs. 

Although the outputs have not been specified in the project document we will now 
summarize in figures the achievements of the project during these years (January 1990 to 
April 1994). providing in this way a comparison between the objectives. the outputs. the 
activities and the results. 

1. Development Objective 

Mobilize financial, human and technical resources to stimulate industrial 
cooperation by promoting joing business activities between project sponsors in developing 
countries and Italian entrepreneurs. 

~ul1s attained 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

3,989 projects promoted and included in Databt'.se bank (DIPP) . 
977 of the above mentioned projects have been originated directly by IPSO 
4, 152 projects profiles distributed to Italian Entrepreneurs who expressed interest . 

I 00 country seminars held in Italy (including Boritec). The seminars concerned 
around 80 countries, where investment possibilities exist. 
33 other meetings and seminars held in Italy. to promote projects, investment 
methodologies, financing opportunities, etc. 
15 fora held in developing countries and Eastern Europe. These "Investmarts" have 
been organized by Vienna with the participation of IPSO. 

2,794 companies included in DIPP (as of 30 April 1994) 
1,645 of the companies included in DIPP have attended the investment seminars 
and the meetings organized by IPSO or UNIDO Headquarters. 
229 companies have panicipated at their own expenditures in UNlDO Fora . 

50% of the companies included in DIPP are classified as small industries. As 
already said in the summary of preliminary conclusions, the geographical distribution of 
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the companies in the national territory (80-/o are from Northern Italy. of wh1~h 35~. are in 
the Lombardy region). 

The project profiles in which the Italian entrepreneurs have been more interested 
can be divided by geographical areas in the following percentage: 

Eastern Europe 35% 
Asia 28% 
Latin America 20-/o 
Africa. including the 
Mediterranean area 
(the latter is the priority target 
of Italian cooperatior:) rr;. 

Contribute to the identification of industrial investment possibilities in developing 
countries. 
Bring to the attention of potential Italian investors concrete proposals. 
Promote the activities, paying due attention to the sectoral and geographical 
priorities established by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Assist and advise joint venture partners in negotiations, development and 
arrangement of financial and legal matters. 

Since no precise outouts to be produced are indicated in the project document. the 
evaluation team considers that a large part of the indicated objectives have been attained. 
However, it has to be noted that the cooperation of the IPSO Milan with the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs has been low. because IPSO did not always operate in accordance to the 
sectoral and geographical priorities of the Ministry. 

b. Projttt tompletion facility and mults attained 

The project completion facility (PCF) is one of the instruments of IPSO Milan to 
achieve the main project objectives, i.e. the realization of an operational industrial joint 
venture between an Italian entrepreneur and a partner in a developing country. 

PCF offers the possibil~ty of co-financing the feasibility study, once a binding 
contract has been signed by an Italian entrepreneur and it project sponsor in the developing 
country. 

The feasibility study is carried out applying UNIDO methodology and the 
COMF AR software. This methodology is accepted by development finance institutions and 
banks of 113 countries. 
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The contract for the feasibility study is given by UNIDO on the basis of .i 
competitive bidding open to consulting firms located in Italy or in the country in which 
the joint venture will be realized. 

The potential investors have to provide a written statement on the intention to 
proceed with the implementatio., of the investment project in case the study's results 
demonstrate the project's viability. Moreover. the entrepreneurs have to agree to finance a 
minimum participation of between 1/3 and 213 of the study's cost. taking into account that 
UNIDO's contribution will not exceed USO 80.000. As already pointed out in the 
summary of the preliminary conclusions. the evaluation team found the t."Titeria for the 
sharing of costs between entrepreneurs and IPSO of the feasibility studies too loosely 
applied. Some precise rules and conditions should be spelled out, becuase the team has the 
impression that the criteria based on turnover or paid-up capital has not always been 
followed. 

Furthermore the evaluation team considers that this service of IPSO could be better 
called "project development facility". because the fact that a foasibility study is undenaken 
does not mean that the joint venture is completed. but only that an additional step in the 
way of its realization has been made. 

The evaluation team came across a case of a feasibility study in Tunisia executed 
by FIDIMI. an Italian consulting firm, for IPSO Milan. In this case the findings of the 
study convinced PIAGGIO. the biggest Italian producer of motor-cycles and three wheeler 
vehicles, to stop the action for constituting a joint-venture in Tunisia for the production of 
three wheeler vehicles. 

The study found out that the local production costs would have been too high and 
the local market possibilities too small. Therefore the Italian investor changed his strategy, 
shifting his interest to other regions. Details of this case can be found in annex nr. VIII. 

The reported case is the best demonstration that we should talk about project 
development facility and not completion. 

Based on the analysis of all the mentioned activities undertaken by IPSO Milan, 
the evaluation mission is of the opinion that the results attained are satisfactory, although 
the office could have operated with better coordination with the Italian governmental 
authorities regarding priority countries and investment policy targets. 

The evaluation team, on the basis of rate between the planned allocation and actual 
expenditure for this budget line, deems that this important tool has not been adequately 
utilized; in fact only a small fraction of the total budget has been spent for that purpose. In 
particular up to end of September 1994 the status of project expenditure shows that a sum 
of USS I 76,856 has been spent over a total (five year) planned figure of USS 771,094. 
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~. Sustainability, possibilities of self f"amncin& md incomr ceamdion 

As requested by the Ministry of Foreig11 Affairs at the briefing session in Rome at 
the beginning of the evaluation. the mission ex;>lored the possibilities of self financing and 
sustainability for the IPSO Milan. 

The sustainability of the office depends on the financial contribution of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the contribution in kind of the Milan Trade Fair, which 
gives free the office space against a monthly contribution of one million Italian Lire 
(around USO 600) which includes the electricity, cleaning, air conditioning, heating, 
security guards and overnight parking of the official car inside the premises of the Fair. 

The Fair of Milan has also declared its readiness to increase the area of IPSO. 
should the office necessiwe additional space. According to the interviews held with the 
selected entrepreneurs the evaluation team has noticed that the success in investment 
promotion and subsequent operational joint ventures could lead to some self financing 
resources for the office. 

Since also the Italian Institute for Foreign Trade is requesting a subscription fee, 
some entrepreneurs suggested chuging an annual entry fee for the DIPP. It could be USD 
I 00 per year and will also entitle the subscriber to receive a periodical newsletter that 
IPSO will start in 1995. 

According to several entrepreneurs this fee will have the advantage of "cleaning" 
the Data bank, because several entrepreneurs presently in the DIPP since it is free, will be 
deleted if they are not really interested. This will lead to an improved efficiency of the 
DIPP and the services rendered by IPSO, since only the interested entrepreneurs will be 
included. 

From the discussions with the entrepreneurs came out also other sources for 
possible self generating income emerged, for example: 

a fee for opening a file when the entrepreneur asks IPSO for a specific 
assistance. 

a minimal percentage on the value of the joint venture concluded. 

The evaluation team considers the last option less desirable. because: first, it should 
be determined at which stage the percentage is due and second, the staff of IPSO would 
probably take major care of big joint ventures, pushing aside the small ones. This would 
be against the purpose of the office, whose most imponant task is to help and to assist the 
small entrepreneurs, who are the ones really in need of the services of an office like IFSO. 

I 

Some institutions expressed interest in financing pan of the programmes of IPSO. 
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investment projects in those countries where the demand for industrial cooperation is very 
strong. 

The Confederation of Industrialists (Confindustria) expressed to the evaluation team 
interest in financing the costs of one or two delegates' countries among their priorities. 
Furthermore Confindustria offered free the possibility of inserting every day in their 
electronic network a window reserved for UNIDO project profiles. This information could 
reach 239 business associations and 130,000 associates all over in Italy quickly and 
efficiently. The project profiles could be reproposed after one month with a reminder. 

All these possibilities of self financing and cooperation with Italian Institutions and 
entrepreneurs should be followed up by IPSO in cooperation with UNIDO Investment 
Services Division in Vienna 
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IV. Conclusions 

Due to the insufficient knowledge, among Italian small entrepreneurs, of 
possibilities of industrial investments in developing countries, IPSO Milan is 
generally considered a valuable window on intematio!lal business opportunities, 
which otherwise would not be easily accessible. 

The project document prepared for IPSO Milan does not fulfill UNIDO standards 
for documents to guide IPS's operations. It does not contain any outputs and makes 
difficult a result-oriented performance evaluation. The document should provide a 
concrete indication of what an investment promotion office is expected to produce 
in term of results, quantifying the outputs_ Some milestones for the activities 
developed should be indicated in order to enable to evaluate more precisely the 
results attained at the end of the project cycle_ 

Th'! ::>ffice is located strategically inside of the premises of the Milan Trade Fair, 
which hosts ninety international sectoral exhibitions per year. Furthermore 35 per 
cent of the Italian enterprises are located in Lombardy. 

The evaluation team deems that IPSO should make a bigger promotional effort in 
those regions of Italy that do not haVf': easy access to the services of the office and 
where there is a strong presence of small industries which are very important in the 
industrial network of the country, panicularly the regions of Marche, Abruzzi, 
Lazio, Campania and Puglie. 
The mission has taken note that promotional activities are planned to activate focal 
points or contacts in these regions. In the project document for the third cycle of 
the project these outputs should be indicated and quantified, to allow the next 
evaluation mission to analyze the concrete results attained. 
In view of its geographical position the office fulfills the function of liaison 
between UNIDO and the Italian companies. 

The cooperation with the Department for Cooperation and Development of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs should be strengthened, panicularly in regard to target 
countries. The mission has noted firm interest of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
strengthening the relations with IPSO, pan1cularly with regard to "priority 
countries" that are beneficiary of special credit lines for industrial joint ventures, 
through the extra financing of Associate Experts positions for mediterranean 
countries. IPSO involvement in the implementation of Italian financing facilities 
(Art. 7, Law Nr. 49/87, concessional credit lines) for industrial joint ver.tures has 
been negligible. 

The PCF (Project Completion Facility) which is explained in chapter III could be 
better called "Project Development Facility", because the execution of a feasibility 
study does not mean that the project will be implemented, has been highly 
appreciated by the entrepreneurs that have benefitted from this tool, which in some 
cases was decisive for financing the projects. 
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However. the evaluation mission considers that it is advisable to formulate precise 
guidelines in this matter. because the criteria for sharing the costs of the feasibility 
study between IPSO and entrepreneurs is too vague. 
According to the project expenditure as at 30/09/94 nothing has been spent in 1994 
under the budget line 21 for PCF, although USO 200,000 had been budgeted. Out 
of the l!SO 771,094 allocated to this facility over the five year duration of the 
project. until the date of the evaluation only USO 176,856 had been spent 

The Delegates Programme has been highly appreci:ited by all the interviewed 
entrepreneurs. The rate of success in project promotion has been very good because 
of the delegate knowledge of the country, the investment la\\'S, the language, 
indication of suitability of local partners, contact actions with them and at the same 
time a fantastic training opportunity for persons who later will operate in similar 
positions in their countries of origin. 

IPSO Milan is well manag~d and. since its first director was a staff member of 
UNIDO with more than twenty years of experience in the Organization, is 
operating in line with UNIDO rules. It plays an active role in disseminating 
information about {;NIDO activities in general and investment promotion related 
initiative in particular. The information leaflets about the activities and the services 
of IPSO Milan are well prepared. 

in spite of the lack of outputs defined in the project document, IPSO Milan has 
reported to the mission to have produced results such as: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

I 03 memoranda of understanding for the conclusion of joint ventures have 
been signed. 

25 concluded projects are already operational for a value of USO 193,97 
million. 

33 concluded projects are under implementation for a forecasted value of 
USD 268,24 million. 

A databank (OIPP) has been established including presently more than 
3,000 companies interested in industrial cooperation. 50 per cent of these 
companies are classified as small industries. The DIPP is continuously 
updated. 

Nearly 4,000 projects have been promoted by IPSO during the last five 
years, of which 1,000 were identified by Milan office itself. 

4,250 Italian enterprises have received the assistance of IPSO . 

600 negotiations have been followed 

7 Delegates of developing countries have been trained at IPSO . 
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The evaluation team has taken note that the success in project promotion could 
lead to some self-financing resources for the office like: 

• 

• 

a minimal entry fee for the inclusion in the data bank and getting the 
information connected with this service or 

as sugg~ted by some entrepreneurs, a fee for the so called "opening of file" 
which is similarly requested by the Italian Institute for Foreign Trade. 

The Italian market situation for renting an apartment at the end of 80's, beginning 
of 90's, W-clS very difficult due to fact that the owners of apartments were reluctant 
to sign lease agreements with private individuals, particularly of Italian nationality, 
because by law it had to be fixed a certain rent (Equo canone) at some low 
parameters and afterwards it would have been very difficult to tum out the lease
holder. On the contrary it was not compulsory to abide by this rule in the case of 
companies or institutions renting for their staff, calling this system "Uso foresteria". 
For these reasons IPSO, in agreement with the Headquarters in Vienna and the 
Ministry in Rome, decided to include in its budget the rents for the apartments for 
the accomodation of their staff members in Milan (Annex no. V). According to the 
acting Head of IPSO this procedure will be discontinued in the next operational 
budget. 
This procedure is creating a disparity of treatment with other Italian staff members 
working with the UN in other towns of Italy. 

Italian institutional partners as Institute for Foreign Trade, Confindustria, Chamber 
of Commerce of Milan, Mediocredito. Sace and Simest have expressed to the 
evaluation team their appreciation for the activities of IPSO in promoting project 
profiles. 
Some of these institutions expressed interest in participating more actively in the 
activities of IPSO, volunteering financial participation in some programmes. 
Confindustria could analyze the possibility of financing the programme of one or 
two delegates coming from countries among their priorities. ICE and the Chamber 
of Commerce of Milan could finance the costs of an expert in investment 
promotion in those countries where their industrial cooperation and interests are 
very strong. 
Furthermore, Confindustria offered the possibility of inserting daily in their 
electronic network a window reserved for UNIDO project profiles. This information 
could reach 239 sectoral business associations and 130,000 members of 
Confindustria, giving to IPSO Milan the opportunity to reach all the Italian 
industrialists in every part of the country. 

In view of the fact that the evaluation team was not able to visit developing 
countries which cooperate closely V.'ith IPSO Milan the project's development 
impact in its target area could not be ascertained. 
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V. Recommendations 

Based on the findings of the evaluation, the mission recommends that IPSO Milan 
should be extended for another term. It is understood that the Italian budget for 
cooperation faces some restrictions, but the project should be extended for at least 
a three year term, in order to be able to plan all the necessary actions 
recommended. 

The project document for the new term should be formulated according to the 
established design format of UNIDO, defining objectives and functions of the 
office, quantifying the outputs and describing the activities and the respective roles 
of UNIDO and the Italian Government. Some benchmarks should be established for 
the guidance of the project. The analysis of the figures reported on the number of 
projects, concluded or under negotiation compared with the staff available in the 
office of Milan leads to conclude that a big effort has been made. 

Closer cooperation and a more strategically oriented targetting of the countries and 
activities, in the context of the policies of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has to be 
elaborated. A monitoring mechanism should be worked out for the tracking of 
major project milestones to assess the situation and eventually give an indication 
on the future strategy. An annual one-day-meeting with the concerned parties in the 
Ministry, UNIDO and IPSO should be organized to review the activities and take 
the necessary actions. 

The cooperation with the Fair of Milan has to continue, in view of the good results 
achieved. The interest of the Fair to have iPSO located in its area will allow to 
solve easily some minor logistic problems connected to the access to the office, 
particularly during the period of exhibitions. 

Relations with regional offices in central and southern Italy should be strengthened 
establishing local focal points. 

The budget should be revised with the General Directorate of Development 
Cooperation at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, redistributing the funds in 
accordance with the expenditure incurred and the programmes implemented during 
the last five years, taking into account that the provision under B. L. 43 (Premises) 
to rent the housing of the professionals of IPSO has been deleted in next budget, 
also because the situation of the market regarding the rental of appartments has 
changed in Italy during the last year. 

The Project Completion Facility should be called "project development facility" and 
precise guidelines regarding the criteria of sharing the costs between entrepreneurs 
and IPSO should be formulated. In view of the fact that until the time of the 
evaluation only USS 176,856 had been utilized out of the USS 771,094 allocated, 
the evaluation team suggests more efficient utilization of these funds, strengthening 
interactions with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in supporting the investment 
cooperation activities in priority areas .. 
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The Delegates Programme could be reinforced with the financ!al suppon of 
Confindustri3. IPSO should follow up on this matter with Confindustria in Rome. 

The promotional activities could be better distributed on the national territory 
accepting the offer of Confindustria to utilize daily a window in their Italian 
electronic network for the presentation of inv~ment opponunities in developing 
countries. 

The interest expressed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. the Institute for Foreign 
Trade and the Chamber of Commerce of Milan in financing associate experts in 
investment promotion in countries where they envisage stronger cooperation 
activities should be actively followed up by IPSO itself in conjunction with the 
responsible department in UNIDO. 

A target for the regular expansion of the data bank (DIPP) should be set to 
encourage continuous efforts of IPSO to contact ne~ companies. 

UNIDO Headquaners should provide IPSO Milan with better and higher quality of 
project profiles. The evaluation team takes note that according to the staff of IPSO 
this situation has already improved during this year. 

IPSO should investigate the way to develop a cooperation with the European Union 
utilizing the possibilities offered by the Union to encourage the industrial 
investments of European entrepreneurs in developing countries. For the time being 
IPSO has benefitted from some Union funds which have been transferred through 
the Milan Fair, (as European institution, because these funds are reserved only for 
the European firms or institutions) in the framework activities of the last Boritec. 

The evaluation team was unable to adequately consider the p.-oject's development 
impact in developing countries as fina.,cial limitations have prevented the 
evaluation team from visiting a selected number of target countries. Therefore, it is 
recommended that provisions be made for an in-depth evaluation (including visits 
to selected target countrit:s) in the budget for the next phase. 
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VL Lessons learned 

From this first joint and independent evaluation of IPSO Milan, the following 
lessons were learned: 

The principles for an in-depth evaluation of a technical cooperation project, as 
indicated in the UNIDO Director-General's Bulletin DG/B_ I 06, are applicable to 
the evaluation of an Investment Promotion Office. 

The document format established by UNIDO should be used also for IPS offices 
not only to guide foe activities but also an instrument to measure the results 
obtained by the project 

The appropriate selection of the Head of the office in terms of experience in 
industrial economics and investment, appropriate educational background and in
depth knowledge of UNIDO and the UN system is of paramount importance for the 
success of the project The fact that the office in Milan has had as its first Head an 
Italian staff member of UNIDO with twenty years experience in the Organization, 
was essential in the initial phase of the operation of the office when the structure 
and its functioning had to be established in a harmonious accordance with the 
bureaucratic, administrative and financial exigencies of the host country and the 
rules and regulations of UNIDO. 

IPSO Milan has demonstrated that the involvement of an IPSO office in the 
promotion of a project should not stop at the signature of a letter of intent but 
should rather continue in the negotiation phase of the joint venture until the plant is 
operational. 

A continuous and constant monitoring of the activities of IPSO should be carried 
out not only by UNIDO but also by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in order to 
allow parties to rectify or clarify immediately actions or initiatives not in line with 
the project document or the work programmes. 

The participation of IPSO in specialized trade fairs and exhibitions is a very 
effective way to promote project profiles_ 

The investment promotion work requires a lot of time and effort to identify, 
prepare and negotiate business opportunities and only in few cases achieves 
positive developments. This is demonstrative in the case of IPSO Milan. Over more 
than four years 600 negotiations were followed and until now only 25 projects have 
become operational, equivalent to 4.2 per cent of the negotiations. 
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JOINT IN-DEP'IH EVALUADON OF 11fE GOVERNMENI' OF 
ITALY AND UNIDO 

US/GL0/89/U6 

Annex I 

MM/av 
25/4/94 

UNJDO INDUSTRIAL PRQMQTION oma IN ITALY CIPO MllANl 

Terms of Reference 

I. BACKGROUND 

The project 

In August 1985, through an exchange of Notes Verbales, the Italian Government and 
UNIDO established, in Milan, an office for the promotion of industrial cooperation between firms 
in Italy and interested parties in developing countries. 

After the selection and the appointment of the Director and of the first staff members, 
the UNIDO Industrial Promotion Office began its operations in September 1987. The purpose of 
the office is to contribute to the identification and promotion of industrial ;uvestmeat projects 
in developing countries, with the aim of transferring know-how, technology and capital to 
industrial enterprises of developing countries. 

The Office has followed the pattern of work and promotion methodology applied with 
success in other offices of the UNIDO Investment Promotion Service (IPS) network. It has 
concentrated its initial efforts on becoming, as quickly as possible, part of the IPS network, 
integrating itself 9'ith the work of UNIDO Headquarters and that of the other JPS offices already 
in operation. 

After an initial period of two years, September 1987 l\> September 1989, the Italian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, satisfied with the achievements of the Milan Office during this 
period, approved a five-year extension of the operation of the Office, from September 1989 
(when the first biennium covered by the previous project expired) till end December 1994. 

The Government of Italy has placed at the disposal of UNIDO a special-purpose allocation 
from its ~,,otribution to the Industrial Development Fund for the functioning or the Milan IPO, 
oa the basis or a mutually agreed budget. The project accounts and activities are administered 
by UNIDO in accordance with its regulations, rules and administrative instructions. The 
Government or Italy bas been regularly informed by UNIDO of the activities or IPO Milan, 
through the Permanent Mission or Italy in Vienna, by annual project reports. 

The objective or the Orfice is to assist developing countries in their industrialization 
efforts through the promotion of Italian investments aod transfer or technology. The project shall 
contribute to the identification of appropriate investment possibilities in developing countries aad 
bring to the attention of potential iDVestors concrete project proposals. lo this context, the Milan 
orrice shall pay due attention to the sectoral and geographical priorities established by the General 
Directorate fo:r Development Cooperation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
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The Economy 

Italy has a population o_f S1.1 ~illion (accordi~ to the 1990 cens~) in a t~tal land area 
of 320 000 km2, with a populabon deDSJty of 191,7/km . In 1991, according to estimates by the 
World Bank, Italy's gross national product (GNP), measured at the average of the 1989-91 prices, 
was USS 18,580 per person. During the 1980-90 decade, the GNP has increased in real terms, at 
an average annual rate of 2.4%. The gross domestic product (GDP) also increased by an annual 
average of 2.4%. 

Agricultu~ (including forestry and rashing) contributed 3.690 to the GDP in 1990. In that 
year, about 8.9% of the employed labour force were engaged in the agricultural sector. The 
principal crops arc sugar beet. grapes, wheat, maize, olives and tomatoes. Italy is a leading 
producer and exporter of wine. 

Industry (mcluding mining, manufacturing, construction and power) contributed 31,1% 
to the GDP in 1990 and employed 32.190 of the total labour force. 

The Stat'- plays a major role in the development of heavy industry. Manufacturing 
contributed 23% to the GDP in the late 1980's according to World Bank estimates. About 22.390 
of the employed labour forces were engaged in this sector in 1990. The most important branches 
of manufacturing, measured by gross value of output, are machinery and transport equipment, 
textiles, clothing and chemicals. 

More than 80%of energy requirements are imported. In 1991 imports of mineral fuels and 
lubricants accounted for 9.4% of the value of total imports. 

Tourism is an important source of income, and io 1990, due also to the World 
Championship of Soccer, it is estimated that a total of 60.3 million foreigners visited Italy. 

In 1991, Italy recorded a visible trade deficit of USS 895 million, and there was a deficit 
of USS 21.S million on the current account of the balance of payments. ID 1991, the principal 
source of imports (20.9%) was Germany, which was also the principal market for exports (21%). 
Other major trading partners are France, USA and the United Kingdom. The principal exports 
were machinery and transport equipcieot, clothing, footwear, basic manufacturers and chemicals. 
The principal imports were machinery, transport equipment and basic manufacturers. 

Following the introduction of emergency measures, the budgetary deficit for 1992 was 
reduced by the equivalent of 9.9% of the annual GDP. In 1992, Italy's total accumulated debt was 
equivalent to 104% of the annual GDP. The annual rate of inflation averaged at 9.9% during 
1980-90. Consumer prices increased by an average of 6.4% in 1991, but this rate declined to 4.8% 
in late 1992. As a percentage of the total labour force, unemployment stood at 11% in mid-1992. 

II. SCOPE. PURPOSE AND METHODS Of THE EVALUATION 

The joint in-depth evaluation is stipulated in the project document, which sets out the 
justification of the project, its objectives and foreseen activities, as well as the institutional 
structure of the office, the project reviews, financial reporting, evaluation and related budgets. 
It is specified that the evaluation will be undertaken jointly by the Government of Italy and 
UNIDO not later than six months prior to the completion of the period covered by the approved 
budget, and that it shall provide the basis for a joint decision OD the extension of the project. 

The primary purposes of the in·d~pth evaluation are as follows: 

(a) To assess the achievements of the project against its objectives and undertaken 
activities, including a re-examination of 1he project design and an eventual proposal for a new 
design; 



(b) To identify ud assess dac factors daat laave facilitated tlae achievements o( the 
projet's objectives, as well as daose (actors, if uy. tlaat have been a draw back for dac fulfilment 
c! U.osc objectives. 

As part of the above-mentioned tasks. the evaluation team will also review whether the 
approach utilized ia the project has led to optimum results, or whether another oae would have 
improved the results. 

Specifically, the mission slaall review ud assess the involvement of the project in the 
following activities: 

(a) Administrative ud sabstaatin set ap of dae o(fice; 
(b) Promotion ud mobilizatioa of investmeat resources within Italy for the 

implementation of indastrial investmeat projects ia developing countries through joiat ventures 
and other forms of busiaess oriented partnerships; 

(c) Preparatioa of in-depth aaalyses of the socio-ccoaomic situation of a aumbcr af 
priority target countries, selected ia consultation with the General Directorate for Developmcat 
Cooperation at the Ministry of Foreip Afr~ ia order to ideatify priOrity sectors aad 
investmeat proposals of poteatial interest to ltaliaa iavcstors; 

(d) Promotion with interested Italia enterprises of iadustrial projects tlaat arc to be 
implemented in developing couatriesaad that require technology aad/or fiuaciag, with emphasis 
oa small and medium -scale indastries; 

(e) Identification of potential partners ia Italy, organizing contact meetings for project 
sponsors from developing countries aad sources of technology and finance ia Italy; 

(f) Organization of visits to interested enterprises and financial institutions ia Italy 
for potential partno?rs from developing countries; 

(g) Provide information to developing countries oa available technologies in Italy and 
oa the possibilities of traasf er of technology; 

(h) Provide enterprises in Italy with information oa development plans of developing 
countries and oa their policies and procedures regarding foreign investment; 

(i) Develop cooperation with Italian banks and other institutions coaceraed with the 
strengthening of industrial cooperation with developing countries, promotion of investment and 
related technological activities; 

G> Organization of the participation of Italian entrepreneurs in UNIDO investment 
promotion meetings in developing countries; 

(k) Organization of seminars, workshops and symposia to promote, among Italian 
companies. industrial projects and technology transfer; 

0) Analysis of financial and economical feasibility of projects through the UNIDO 
computerized programmes, such as COMFAR and PROPSPIN; 

(m) U pdatiag of the inventory of Italian enterprises interested in industrial cooperation 
with developing countries; 

(n) Assist selectelf joint-venture partners with project completion facilities aimed at 
alleviating their financial burden ia implementing joint ventures by pre- financing or co· financing 
pre- in vestment studies; 

(o) Provide on-the-job orientation programmes in Italy in the field of industrial 
investment promotion for nationals from developing countries, who will operate as delegates ia 
the framework of the •delegates programme• for investment promotion at the Office of Milan. 

The evaluation team should also review to what extent the planned relations with the 
following have been realized: 

(i) Concerned Ministries in Italy; 
(ii) Chambers of Commerce and Foreign Trade in Italy; 
(iii) Banks; 
(iv) Industrial associations; 
(v) Tbe National Institute for Foreign Trade (ICE) and the Credit Insurance 

' for Export Guarantee (SACE). 
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While a careful and accurate revie.- of the past is in itself very important, the in-depth 
evaluation is e1:pec1ed to lead also to detailed suggestions for the future. 

Ill. COMPQSITION OF THE MISSION 

The mission will be composed of the following: 

o One representative of the Government of Italy nominated by the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs; 

o One representative of UNIDO. 

These representatives should not have been directly involved in the design, appraisal or 
implementation of the project. The costs associated to this evaluation will be charged to the 
projeet US/GL0/89/126, where appropriate funds have been reserved to cover DSA and travel 
or the evaluation team. 

IV. CONSULTATIONS 

The mission will maintain close liaison with the Industrial Investment and Technology 
Promotion Division, any other appropriate organizational unit in UNIDO, the project staff and 
the concerned government institutions in Italy. 

Io the discharge of its duties. the mission is also expected to visit selected public 
institutions. such as: 

a Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
a Ministry of Foreign Trade 
a Ministry of Industry 
a Institute for Foreign Trade (ICE), 

as well as a number of non-governmental organizations, like: 
a Chambers of Commerce 
a Industrial associations 
a Confederations or small and medium industry 
a Banks 
a Cooperatives aod private companies. 

Although the mission should (eel free to discuss with the authorities concerned all matters 
relevant to its assignment, it is not authorized to make any commitment on behalf of the 
Government of Italy or UNIDO. 

V. TIMETABLE 

(a) Duration of the mission 

The mission should assemble in Vienna end of May/beginning of June 1994 and will be 
briefed by the Investment and Technology Promotion Division and the Evaluation Section. 
Records review and interviews in Vienna should take approximately three working days. The 
mission will then proceed to Italy, where another ten working days should be allowed for records, 
reviews and interviews in Milan, Northern Italy and Rome. The possibility of visiting one or two 
developing countries, which cooperate closely with IPO Milan, will be discussed during the initial 
briefing. 

Upon completion of its work, the mission will be debriefed at the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in Rome. 
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(b) Guidelines for the report 

Administrative support to the mission should be provided by UNIDO in Vienna and IPO 
Milan. The final report should be prepared within three weeks of completion of the field work. 

The report should follow the guidelines indicated in annex II of the Director-General's 
Bulletin on 'in-depth evaluation of technical cooperation projects' (UNIDO/DG/B.106). takint 
into consideration the modifications required by the special characteristics of the project under 

evaluation. 

The report will be submitted to the Government of Italy and UNIDO Headquarters. 

c/1ormilan 
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LIST OF PERSONS MET 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Rome 

Mr. Gianfranco V arvesi 

Mr. Enrico de Maio 

Mr. Gianni Ghisi 

Mr. Massimo Betti-Berutto -

IPSO Milan 

Mr. S. Giovannelli 
Mr. B. Bertogli 
Ms. M. Carco 
Mr. R. Samii 
Mr. Song Xianfeng 
Mr. G. Bychawsky 
Mr. P. Jaros 
Ms. L. Capella 
Ms. M. Rebora 
Ms. J. Cappelletti 

Ms. S. Cuestas 
M.>. A. Toal 
Ms. R. Torza 
Ms. D. Perrotta 

Milan Trade Fair Organization - Milan 

Mr. F.G. Anguissola 

• 
Plenipotentiary Minister. Chief XV Office 
(lITC). General Directorate of Development 

Cooperation 
Plenipotentiary Minister. General Directorate of 
Development Cooperation 
Counsellor. Chief Multilateral Cooperation 
IV Office. General Directorate of Development 

Cooperation 
Expert for Multilateral Coopercttion IV Office. 
General Directorate of Development Cooperation 

Officer-in-Charge IPSO 
Promotion Officer for Latin America 
Promotion Officer Eastern Europe 
Associate Expert Promotional Unit 
Chinese Delegate 
Polish Delegate 
Czech Delegate 
General Service Staff responsible for DIPP 
General Service Staff Promotional Unit 
General Service Staff Secretary of Head of 

Office 
General Service Staff Secretary Administration 
General Service Staff 
General Service Staff 
General Service Staff 

Assistant to Secretary-General for Foreign 
Relations 

PROMOS (External Service of the Milan Chamber of Commerce for the Promotion of 

International Activities) - Milan 

Mr. P.A. Chevallard 
Ms. F. Pisa 

Director 
International Activities Officer 
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UNIONSCAMBI <Foreign trade business consultancy of Milan fair) -Milan 

Mr. G.C. Marchesi 
Mr. G. Ventura 

Director 
Consultant 

I.C.E. Italian Institute for Foreign Trade - Rome 

Mr. C. f rittelli 
Mr. A. Negrelli 

Director for Cooperation Sector 
Responsible for industrial collaboration 

CONFINDUSTRIA - The Confederation of Italian Industry - Rom~ 

Mr. F. Galdi 
Mr. R Renault 

Director International Relations 
Head Developing Comitries Dpt 

SACE (Credit Insuruce for E.lq>ort Guarantee) - Rome 

Mr. F. Pittr.ie 
Mr. R Mi.xiani 
Mr. A. M.assoli Taddei 

Mediocredito Centrale <Bank) - Rome 

Mr.f. Anania 
Mr. M. Ortolani 

Chief International Relations Service 
International Relations 
International Relations 

Manager Project Finance 
Project Finance Officer 

SH~fEST {Fin mcing Co. for foreign joint ventures) - Rome _ 

Mr. C. Perotti 
Mr. G.C. Bertoni 

Director 
Deputy Director 

SVEX S.RL. (~ervice Center for International Development of Emilia-Romagna Firms) -
Bologna 

Mr. S. Me:zzetti 

Italian Entrepreneurs 

Mr. R.A. Grasso 
Mr. A. Gennari 

Mr. G. Di Paolo 

Ms. N. Machovec 

Marketing consultant 

Legal representatives of "Boscolo & Tiozzo", 
Chioggia/Venice - Agroindustrial Sector 

Regional Manager of "Electrolux International" 
(former Zanussi) - Electrical Households -
Porcia-Pordenone 
Sales assistant 
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Mr_ S. Targa 
Mr. P. Jelmoni 

Mr. D. Pavan 

Mr. G. Tomatis 

Mr. P. Zagni 

Mr. W. Giupponi 

Mr. G. Pasqua 

Mr. C. Ragni 

Mr. V. Sahai 

Mr. R. Benvenuti 

Ms. M. Boldrin 

Mr. Luu Van Khuong 

Mr. Braga-Illa 

Mr. A. Fioretti 

Mr. C. Brighenti 

Mr. E. Khoury 

Mr. E. Garozzo 

Managers of •Reginato e Mercante• consulting 
for international joint-ventures Treviso 

Managing Director of EDIL VI Low cost 
constructions. Pom.ano V eneto!f reviso 

Owner of Socado. Chocolate 
candies and chocolate cream Verona 

Business development manager of Belleli. 
pressure machines. heat exchangers. construction 
of offshore platforms - Mantova 

Financial manager of Gervasoni - high precision 
mechanical instruments and spray paint guns -
Brembilla/Bergamo 
Area Manager Eastern Europe 

Co-owner of Eurofish. frozen sea food - Genova 

Marketing Director of Covema. plastic 
processing machinery - Milan 

Commercial Manager of Bertuzzi S.p.A .• 
industrial plants for food processing industries 
Brugherio • Milan 

Owner of Torcitura di Asso. Textiles/silk -
Asso/Como 
Project partner in Vietnam 

Owner of TXT, electronics - Milan 

President of Fonti di Ramiola/Parma Mineral 
water and soft drinks. 

Administrative Director F.lli Ferrari, industrial 
cranes and loaders. Boretto/ Reggio Emilia 

Area Manager of Intenransports S.p.A. 
prefabricated wooden buildings. Prato/Florence 
Financial Manager Intenranspons. 
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UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVEL0Ptv1ENT ORGANIZATIO~ 
VIENNA INTERNATIONAL CENTRE 

P.O. BOX 300. A-1400 VIENNA. AUSTRIA 
TELEPHONE: 211 310 TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: UNIDO VIENNA TELEX: 135612 uno a FAX: 232156 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL 
5 March 1990 

Sir, 

I have the honour to ref er to the exchange of letters 

dated 12 August 1985, between the Government of Italy and the 

United Nations Industrial Development Organization, concerning 

the establishment of a UNIDO Service in Milan, Italy, for the 

Promotion of Industrial Development in Developing Countries. 

In view of the expiry of the legal and financial 

arrangements set out, respectively, in the above-mentioned 

exchange of letters and in the annexed project document, 

consultations between the competent Italian authorities and the 

Secretariat of UNIDO have resulted in agreement on extension 

for a further five years of the financial arrangements for the 

project and in the renaming of the Service as the "UNIDO Office 

in Italy (Milan) for the Promotion of Industrial Investment in 

Developing Countries." 

His Excellency 
Mr. Corrado Taliani 
Ambassador 
Permanent Representative of Italy 

to UNIDO 
Hoher Markt 8-9 
1010 Vienna 
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With respect to the above-aentioned extension, I have 

the honour to propose the following points: 

1. The Governaent of Italy will pr~ ·ride the necessary 

financing fro• its contribution to the Industrial 
Developaent Fund for the period 15 septellber 1989 to 31 
December 1994 in accordance with the project document 

which is annexed hereto and aade part hereof. 

2. Taking into account Article 21.2(c) of the 
Constitution of UNIDO it is confiraed that the 
Convention on the Privileges andf Imaunities of the 
United Nations (1946) applies to the Service in Italy 

and its personnel. 

If the foregoing points are ac=eptable to your 
Governaent, I further have the honour to propose that the 

present letter and your Government's letter affirming its 
acceptance shall consti~ute an agreement between the Government 

of Italy and UNIDO, pending the conclusion of a detailed 
agreement on Basic Terms and Conditions governing the legal 

status of UNIDO'S Office in Italy (Milan) for the Promotion of 

Indust~ial Investment in Developing Countries. 

Please accept, Sir, t~ces of my highest 

consideration. ( j 
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Sir, 

Vienna, 5 March 1990 

Your ref.: XXVIII.Milan 

I have the honour t~ ref er to your 1 etter dated 5 March 

1990, in which you made a proposal with respect to the extension of the 

UNIOO Office in Italy (Milan) for the Promotion of Industrial Investment 

in Developing Countries, which reads as follows: 

"With respect to the above-mentioned extension, I have the 

honour to propose the following points: 

1. The Government of Italy will provide the necessary 

financing from its contribution to the Industrial 

Development fund for the period 15 September 1989 to 31 

December 1994 in accordance with the project document 

which is annexed hereto and made a part hereof. 

2. Taking into account Article 21.2 (c) of the Constitution 

of UNIOO it is confirmed that the Convention on the 

Privileges and l11111unities of the Unite1 Nations (1946) 

applies to the Service in Italy and its personnel. 

His Excellency 
Mr. Domingo L. Siazo•1, Jr. 
Director-General 
United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization 
P.O. Box 300 
1400 V I E N N A 

./. 



If the foregoing points are acceptable to Your Government I 

further have the honour to propose that the present letter 

and your Government's letter affirming its acceptance shall 

constitute an agreement between the Government of Italy and 

UNIDO, pe"ding the conclusion of a detailed agreement on 

Basic Terms anc Conditions governing the legal status of 

UNIDO's Office in Italy (Milan) for the Promotion of 

Industrial Investment in Developing Countries". 

With the present letter I have the honour to convey the 

ilrrPptanrr hy m.v r.nvrrnmrnt of t hr ilhnvr rrnpn~a 1 anct tn ronf i rm lt1t1I 

1111· 1irc".c•nl. c•xd1an~1•· ul lc•l.l.c•r-. nlfl'.I i l.ul.1". .m c1c1n•c'llff'nl belw••t•n I.tu· 

Government of Italy and UNIOO. 

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest 

consideration. 

·-----icv~ ~~ 
Corrado Taliani 

Ambassador 

Permanent Representative of Italy 

to UNIDO 



RUN·OATE 1994-10- 10 
UNIOO - UMAPOl/A DETAIL REPORT OH PROJECTS AS AT UUl4-09-30 

FOR IDF·PAOJECTS (•FUND GROUP "K" I 
SORTED 8Y YEAR/SEQUENCE or PROJECT-NUMBER 

PROJECT TITLE UNIDO l~DUSTRIAI. PROMOTION OFFICE I lPOl, Mii.AN, ITALY 

~~-~'? 
8UOGET TOTAi. Al.l.OTMENT CURR YR PHASING PRIOR YEAR EllP 

1. INE DESCRIPT --------------- --------------- ---------------.. , .. DOLLARS .. , .. DOLLARS M/M DOLLARS 
(I I I 2 1 I 3 I 141 151 111) 

11 ·SI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20· 

11 ·0 I 83 5 828.180 12 0 120,741 51 5 5288811 . 

1-02 84 0 408.579 12 0 78,!118 !52 0 340332 

1-03 84 0 495.047 I 2 0 100,000 52 0 403580 

I· 0 .. 40 0 217.944 12 0 80.000 28 0 1!18280 

I· 'SO 3 I 2 2'58.800 !I 5 75,741 0 0 0 

I ·SI (I 0 0 II II 0 I 0 211540 

1-52 0 D 0 0 0 0 2 l5 28503 

I ·53 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 12480 

I ·54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3030 

1-5? 0 0 0 U D 0 2.0 18887 

1-58 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 838 .. 

1-59 0 0 0 0 0 0 l5 2 118!57 

I ·60 \) 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 4020 

I ·81 0 0 0 0 0 0 I l5 10028 

1 -62 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 114088 

I I ·63 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 5 13481 

11-64 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 12380 

I I ·65 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 5025 

11·68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 I -67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11-68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I l ·69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I I· 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I I ·7 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I I ·78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I I ·80 0 0 II u 0 0 0 0 17340 

11·5K CONSUi.TANT 79,741.1. 29.9 181021 31. 2 2118.800 e.s 

I I ·99 Jl\ITEllPERTS 
282.7 2,008.3110 

--., .. 439,00U 209.0 1811188 

13-00 0 0 907,383 0 0 174,000 0 0 0 

13·01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8718811 

13- 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 2 

13-50 0 0 4.1130 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13-51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4830 

13-99 AOMIN.SUPP 
o.o 912. 293 o.o 174. 000 o.o 113137 

15-00 0 0 251.453 0 0 3o.oog 0 0 0 

15-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 .. 283 

15-1111 TRAVEL 

PAGE 187 
PROJ•CT NUM••R: US/GLO/B9/128 

BACK STOPPING OFFICER: MR. NORRIS 
PROJECT RIVISION: F 
PROJl!CT STATUS 0 - ONOOINO 
POM•ILEMINT CODE 082200 
FIRST ISSUED. 88-09-08 LAST UPUAfE.0 04-00-21 
DONOR: I TA 

CURR YR DISS. BAL CURR YR DBL COMMITTED llAl.ANCI! UN COMM I T Tl! D 

------------- ---------------- P'UTUAE CURR YR BALANCE 
M/M DOLLARS M/M O?LLARS VIARS 
c 71 181 c 0) 10 I I 11 l I 12 I ( 13 I 

C4·G·IOI I 2·8·8· 10-111 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 
9 0 008 3.0 I 04527 0 12.008 7,520-
8 0 81020 3 .o 18903 0 2,405- 14. i:78. 
8 0 74385 3.0 237117 0 I ,818 8. 71!5-
8 0 "11117!5 3 0 111444 0 I . 0 I 9- 2.385-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7!1. 74 I 258.600 
0 0 (I u 0 u 0 I) :rn. \\4U• 
0 0 2287• o.o 0 0 2,287 28. 2 111-
0 0 2287- 0 0 0 0 2.287 10.203-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.030-
0 0 2287• o.o 0 0 'l.~07 14.580• 
o.o 0 o.o 

1008 
0 0 8,394-

I .0 0 0 0 0 I .000• 12,857· 
0 0 0 o.o 0 0 0 4,020· 
0 0 0 o.o 0 0 0 10,028· 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14.088-
o.o 8784· 0 0 0 0 8.784 8.717-
0 0 8830· 0.0 0 0 8.830 S.780· 
0 0 21110· 0 0 0 0 2, I 50 2.875-
I 0 10201 o.o 0 0 I 0, 'lO I - I 0. 'lO I -
0 3 0 o.o 585 0 SH· 585-
II 8 28280 0. I 8000 5,000 3!i. 260- 40.260-
2 0 7878 0 0 7000 0 14.R70· 14. 678· 
2 0 8080 0 0 18000 0 24. 080- 24.080-
0 0 0 o.o 11000 0 5,000- 5,000· 
0 0 11181111 0 0 0 0 15.855- 15. 8!55-
0 0 0 0 0 I> II () 17. 3~11. 

12. 2 49487 o. 1 38999 9,000 8,121- 11, 483-• 

~ 

48.2 2308119 12.' 202288 9,000 2,079 42,7119··~ 

o.o 0 o.o 0 0 ,,,. ,000 907. 383 
0 0 1209114 0 0 91827 0 I 7 2 . 88 I• 851 ,848-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42-

0 0 g 0.0 0 0 0 4.930 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 .1130-

o.o 120994 o.o 81127 0 I, I 19 1111, 4711 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30.000 258,453 
0 0 28283 0 0 111811 0 3 7 . 4 78. 231,771· 

g 

;-
=' Ill 
)( 

..... 
< 



RUN-DATE 1994-10-10 
UNIDO - UMAPOl/A oaTAIL REPORT ON PROJaCTS AS AT 1814-08•30 

FOR IOF-PAOJ~CTS l•FUNO QROUP "K"I 
SORTED BY YEAR/SEQUENCE OF PROJECT•NUM81A 

~ROJIECT TlH.E UNIDO INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION OFFICE llPOI. MILAN, ITALY 

BUDGET 
LINE DESCRIPT 

18-00 
18- 11 
18- 12 
18-99 OTHER PERS 

18-00 
18-01 
18-03 
18-05 
18-08 
18-9f SUR PY 08L 

19-99 PERSONNEL 

TOTAL ALLOTMEN"f 

M/M DOLLARS 
l1 I ( 2 I 

o.o 2s8,.4!ll 

0 0 11.112 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

o.o 11,112 

00 1.830-
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

o.o 1,830-

282.7 

21-00 0 0 
21-01 0 0 

3, 188,378 

77 I . 094 
0 

21-99 SUBCONTRCT 

29-99 CONTRACTS 

31-00 
31-0 I 
31-02 
31-03 
3 1-05 
31-06 
31-99 FELLOWS 

32-00 
32-01 
32-99 STUOYTOUAS 

38-01 
18-99 SUR PY 08L 

o.o 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 
o.o 

0 0 

o.o 

771,094 

771,094 

157.827 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

3117,827 

2.507 
0 

2,907 

0 

0 

CURA YA PHASING 

M/M DOLLARS 
13 I l 4 I 

o.o 30,000 

0 0 •.ODO 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0.0 4,000 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

o.o 0 

113.11 

0 ~ 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0 0 

o.o 

843,000 

200.000 
0 

200,000 

200,000 

81 .eoo 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

81 ,800 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

PRIOR YEAR IXP 

M/M DOLLARS 
151 C8 I 

o.o 184213 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 34!15 

o. 0 341111 

0 0 0 
0 0 15872-
0 0 8202-
0 0 I I !1915 • 
0 0 I I 03 • 

o.o 28772-

208.0 

0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0.0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0 0 

o.o 

2488 io' 
0 

1788158 

1788118 

1781U18 

0 
158015 
112255 
2 13113 

0 
0 

1'39833 

0 
2507 

21107 

1813-

11113-

PROJaCT NUMBUt: US/GL0/81/ 1211 

BACK STOPPINO OFFICER. MA NORRIS 
PAOJ!CT R!VISION: F 
PAOJ!CT STATUS: 0 - ONGOING 

PACE 168 

POM·!L!MINT COO!: 0112200 
FIRST ISSU!O: 89·01·08 LAST UPDATED 94·08•21 
DONOR: I TA 

CURR YR OISB. BAL.CURR YR OBL 

M/M DOLLARS 
C 7 I 

o.o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

48.2 

0 0 
0 0 

0.0 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 

o.o 
0 0 

o.o 

C8 I 

28283 

0 
0 

987 

187 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

378879 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
8033-
7332 

141570 
12912 
17111 

49180 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

M/M 
Cll 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 o.o 
0.0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

I 2, 1 

0 0 o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
o.o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

0 0 

o.o 

DOLLARS 
c 10, 

11119 

0 
1818 
4833 

8491 

0 
0 
D 
0 
0 

0 

271839 

0 
31100 

3800 

3800 

0 
0 

8311 
131 !10 
10140 
8804 

32930 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

COMMITT!O 
FU TUAI! 

Yl!AAS 
l 11 I 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

11,000 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

BALANCE UNCOMMITTED 
CURA YR BALANCE 

C I 2 I ll 3 I 
( 4•8• 10 J I 2•8•8• 10· I I J 

7,478- 28,882 

4,000 
I, 618• 
!I' 820· 

3,438-

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

7,718-

200,000 
3.800· 

118,200 

198. 200 

81. 800 
8,033 
7 '988-

27. 720· 
23.0!12-
25.803-

3,090 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

I I . I I 2 
I . 8 18 • 
9. 27!1 • 

211 

~::~~~) 
8.202 

I I. !195 
I. I 03 

24, 142,11' 

84,11111 

771 .OIU 
180.858-

1110,438 

!110,418 

3!17 827 -
·•9.~'2.-
70.2~3-
49,083-
23.052· 
2!1.803· 

'-~3;·~ 
. 07 

2. 50'1 • 

0 

I, 813 

1,11) 1> 

"' .... 



PAGI! 189 
RUN·OATE 1994-10- 10 
UNIOO - UMAPOl/A DETAIL RFPORT ON PROJBCTS AS AT 1994•09•30 PROJ•CT MUM••R: U!o/GL0/88/ 128 

FOR IDF·PROJECTS C•FUND OAOUP "IC" I 
SORTED BY YEAR/SEQUENCE OF PAOJECT•NUMBEA BACK STOPPING OFFICl!A MA NOAA IS 

PROJECT TITLE UNIOO INOUSTRIAl PROMOTION OFFICE C IPOI. MILAN, IT Al Y PROJECT Al!VISION F 
l'AO,JECT !ITATl19 0 • ONIOOINO 
l'UM LLLMLNI CUUL 1111~ ~CHI 
FIRST l!iSUl!O 89-00·08 LAST Uf'UAIEU 114·00-21 
OONOA ITA 

BUOOET TOI Al ' '' , ..... c111uc v 14 1 1 111'\~ I NO 1'111011 Yl:AH tlCI' CUllll Yll UllllJ llAl CUllll Yll lllll CUMM I I II.Cl 11111 llN1:1. UNCllMM I I 11..IJ 

LINE OESCAIPT -... -....... ................................ -- --------------- ------------- ---------------- fUIURI! CUHH YH BALANCE 

Ml ... ' ' ' s M/M DOLLARS M/M DOLLARS M/M DOLLARS M/M DOLLARS YEARS 

I I I ·., c 3 l C 4 I C!I l (Ill (71 CB I C9 I ( 101 C 111 ( 12 l C 13 I 
(4-8-101 C 2•8•8• la- 11 I 

39·88 TRAINING o.o 360, ~ ... o.o 81 , 800 o.o 140327 o.o 4119110 o.o 321130 0 3,010 141. 497 

41-00 I) 0 78.252 0 0 I 2 .1)00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,000 78 '2!12 

41 •IQ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112. 

-41-11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1728 0 0 8 I I 0 0 2881 0 ~ .1100- l!I '228· 

4 I· 12 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 2i842 o.o 4808 0 0 112 0 9.000· 28.842· 

4 1- 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 279 0 0 33211 0 0 174 0 3.!laO- 19,779• 

41·88 ElCPENOAllL o.o ., •• 21!12 0.0 12,000 o.o 8181 I 0.0 87411 o.o 3 21111 0 0 14, 34 I 

42-00 0 0 137. 416 0 0 30,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30,000 I 3 7, 4 18 

42-0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 81!1488 0 0 2984 0 0 9020 0 I I , 984 • 97.490· 

42·99 NONEKPENO o.o I :t'I, 4 IU u.u :tU,000 u.o 11841111 u.u U04 o.u uu~u u IU,UIU ~u.uuu 

43-00 0 0 632.843 0 0 59,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !19,000 1132,114 3 

43• I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 283938 0 0 33378 0 0 72- 0 l3.304· 327. 242-

43 ·I 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19872 0 0 0 0 0 7000 0 7.000· :-n .nn· 

43 •Ii 0 0 IJ IJ 0 0 0 0 141182 0 0 
11 0 i.tli°'"- g . g IUUIJU , u IU.UUU· 2 ... !:>117-

43-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3808 0 0 1492 /11>'-Y 0 2,000· 9,808· 

4J- 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 87893 o.o 2830 0.0 0 0 2,830- 90,923• 

43·99 PREMISES o.o 832.843 o.o '59,000 o.o 419193 0.0 36714 o.o 18420 0 :l,888 117 •• 18 

48-00 0 0 19 ,891 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 a a 0 111. 8!11 • 

48-01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13975- 0.0 0 o.o 0 0 0 13,975 

48-02 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a 97110- o.o 0 0 0 0 0 0 9. 750 

48-03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3033 I - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3a.331 

48-99 SUR PY 08L 
o.o 15,851- o.o 0 o.o 1!1401!111- o.o 0 o.o 0 0 0 38,:20& °' N 

49·99 EQUIPMEl\IT 
o.o 832,680 o.o 101 ,000 o.o 1103214 o.o 48423 o.o 301581!1 0 21 ,882 2110,321 

111-00 0 0 4/3. uu:1 II U ·11 .aoa a a 0 a 0 u 0 0 u 0 
., , !•1111 4'/J,llUJ 

SI· II 0 0 0 II 0 a 0 0 11953 a 0 2 12 I 0 0 1~00 ll J. U~ I· 15. I 7~ • 

!11 - I~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 817'1 0 0 •8• o.o 918 0 I, 000• II, 177 • 

SI - 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9710 0 0 878 0 0 I 3 24 0 2.000- 7. 7 I 0· 

!11 • 2 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5193 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II, 193· 

!I I· 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19523 0 I) 2~ a.o 0 0 0 19 .523· 

!11-40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 2 o.o a 0 0 0 22· 134· 

51-41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1'10347 o.o , '1280 0 0 117•5 0 39,009· 209.392· 

!11 - 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3'88 a.a 220 o.o 0 0 220- 3. 388-



AUN•DATI 1994•10•10 
UNIDO • UMAPOl/A oaTAll. AaPOAT 0111 PAOJaCTS AS AT 1994•09•30 

FOR IDF·PAOJECTS t•fUNO GROUP "K"I 
SORTED BY YEAR/SEQUENCE 0' PROJECT·NUM8EA 

PROJECT TITLE UNIDO INDUSTRIAi. PROMOTION OF,ICE CIPOI. Mii.AN, ITAl.Y 

BUDGET 
1. INI DESCS:IPT 

111-43 
111-•• 
SI ·411 
111·81 SUlllDAllS 

11'5-00 
'5'5-01 
1111·99 HS•H TY 

118-00 
!ol-01 
'51-011 
sa-89 SUR PY 081. 

119·88 MISC COST 

17-00 
17·01 E•P RECOii 

89·99 TSS-2 

"7"7 ·0 I 
11·I0 
77-31 
.,., - 3 2 
77-41 
"7"7-99 EllP RECOV 

79·99 AECOV•COlllT 

99•99 PAOJ TOT. 

TOTAi. Al.l.OTMENT .. , .. 
(I I 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 
0 u 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 

2B2.7 

001.1.ARS 
c 2, 

0 
0 
0 

423,90> 

•7 •s3 
0 

47,493 

8.aa•
o 
0 

e,aa•-

••1 ,472 

0 

0 

0 

u 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

9,811 ,931 

CURA YA PHASING 

... , ... 
l 3 I 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 
0 0 
0 0 

0.0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 
0 u 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 

93,9 

COLI.AAS 
l 4 I 

0 
0 
0 

7 I ,900 

10.000 
0 

10,000 

0 
0 
0 

0 

81. 100 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

I. 107, 100 

PRIOR VIAii llCP 

M/M 
C!ll 

8 g 
0 0 

o.o 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

0.0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 

201.0 

DOI.I.AAS 
Ill 

4201 
989U 

3030 

noen 
0 

3!183'7 

311137 

HHg· 
17181-

•1724-

28101• 

0 

0 

0 

aaa1-
HO 

1701 
1111-

0 

7374-

7374-

39'0J.c'I• 

Pl'IOJICT NUM•ll'I: USIGLOl 111 121 

IACK STOl'PINO O''ICIR. MR. NORRIS 
~ROJICT 1111/lllON: ' 

PAGE 170 

PROJICT llTATUI: § · ONOOINO 
PQM•ILIMINT CODI: 2200 
'llllT ISIUIO: II• 1-01 LAST UPOATIO 
DONOR: ITA 

84-09-21 

CURR YA 0111. IAL CURA YA OIL 

MIM 
171 

DOLL ARI 
18 I 

0 0 

8 8 
o.o 
0 0 
0 0 

0.0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 
0 ::> 
o,o 

o.o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 

48.2 

137 •••Ill 713 

41792 

0 
7411 

741 

0 
0 
0 

0 

49e37 

0 

0 

0 

280V· 
0 
g 

•1439-

11421-

11421-

471314 

M/M 
Ill 

8:8 
o.o 
0 0 o.o 
o.o 

g 8 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 
0 0 

o.o 

o.o 
0 0 

8 8 
0 0 o.o 
o.o 

o.o 

12. 1 

COLLARS 
\ 10 I 

1211 
I 11114 I 

0 

21144 

0 
112!111 

IHI 

g 
0 

0 

sao•• 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

8 
0 

0 

3731183 

COMMITTID 
'UTUAI 

VIARS 
c 11) 

8 
0 

g 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

u 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

1,000 

BALANCI 
CURR YA 

UNCOMMI TTIO 
IALANCI! 

( 121 1131 
14-1-101 12-8-e-10-111 

2.011!1· 1.214· 
30,000· 111.11112· 

'713- 3,'743· 

3. I 39-

10 ,000 
10,000· 

0 

0 

8 
0 

3. 138-

0 

0 

0 

2. Ullll 
0 
0 
0 

41,439 

II I, 4211 

II 1, 421 

211,74S 

111,2111 

4'7. 4113 
411,83'7-

I 'I' 19 

ll,H4· 
21.1183 
l'7 • 111 

31,140 

811, '791 

0 

0 

0 

II , ll'/O 
HSO· 

I . '708-
Sll 1 

411,4311 

Ill.,.. 
11,711 

1,201,S72 

~ 



-..:oo PnOJECT BUOGET/REvlSION 

l. CC'VHTllY 
Glot>~l 

4. PROJECT 
US/GL0/1111/086 

S. SPECJFJC ACTlvJTV 

GO 1202 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ' ~~~-

:O P~OJECT TITLE 
UN l 00 I ,,,,i.,. .. L • I • l Pr.;,.,.;,. L I o" 0 r rl ,;. " I 11 I L • l y ( 1 PO MI l .an ) 

; ) JNlt~N,!t'Jf"l'L SIA~~ 16 IOIAL 1989 llJ\10 

M.'M us s M/M us s M/M us $ 

.l 01 HC:AO or OHICE 64 S6•.600 " 33.600 u 100.1100 

. 1-01 lN"•EST. PROM. Ei.:PERT II.I 379.1100 .a :n. 000 12 88.000 

I_,,\ TNVS''T. PR\""'4. Fl[PfRT "'" ·'~'. l'lnn " IQ.znn Ii' ., '. ,.,,n 

~l-0'1 INVEST. PP.OM. EXPEPT 38 151.1100 0 0 0 0 

I\ SO SH()llt TCAM COtlSUL TAllTS 60 !ISS.000 0 0 u 110.400 

: l-9~ 5UB-TOTAL-INT. 5TAFF 2.0H.200 "'. 000 334.000 

' .,_, 1 I '~~A~TAAV Tn HFA~ ,. .. ' ''. ,,nr, " 1r1. nr1n '" ,n.nnn 

I )·0.? S~CDnAPY 6'1 l 12.000 " 10.000 12 30.000 

13 O! cu:n~nvrJST 6• 112 .000 4 10.000 12 30.000 

13-0~ OELEGATcS SECRETARY 6• l 72. 000 " 10.000 12 30.000 

I, ... ,, ar .. t .... ... ,,,~, ...... , "''' 1 ll', (11'11' n ,, II' M. r1nn 
l J•lj\! SUd-1~1,L-AL'M. SU~. ~t~S 8!10.00U •0.000 l!I0.000 

15 00 rnoJCCT TRAVCL 180. 000 10.000 30.000 

16·00 OTHER PERS. COSTS a.coo 0 0 

a A-f1f1 'llAA. PR1M VFAR'. 1"0A1 . n ,., ,, 
1q.99 TOT'L-P£P.$0NNEL ~PON. J.0112.200 12~.1100 Sl.,,800 

1 V'i l 

M/M us s 

1: 103.200 

12 70.800 

ll' 11n.nnn 

0 0 

12 11•.000 
340.000 

Ii' :'II. l'M 

12 31. 200 

u 31.200 

12 ll.200 

12 :\1, 'nn 
1!111.UUO 

30,000 

4,000 

,, 
5311.000 

19112 1913 199' 
M/M us s M/M us ' M/M us ' 

u lOS.100 12 101.200 12 112. 200 , 

u 72.000 12 73. 200 l2 75,600 

12 "l'.•M I?. U.Mn ,, Ml . .ron 

u 5\ '100 12 u.eoo l2 51\.000 

12 117 100 '12 121.200 12 124.100 
401. 200. •U •OO 43~.ooo 

11' ~l'.•M 12 :\:'\,Mn I? ~'·"nn i: 
12 32,400 12 33.100 12 3~.100 

12 32.400 12 33.100 12 3'.100 

12 32.400 12 33.100 12 l4 .100 

12 . 31' •M 12 ,,3, ,,nn ,, :l•.lh'11'1 
1811 000 lH.000 l 14.Ul)O 

30.000 30,000 30.000 

0 0 •.000 

,, ,, ,, 

601. 200 620, 400 11~3.00., I! 
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! s l"''E"'''"' Jt'NAI. STAFF' 16. TOT Al. 1989 

... ·- . - ... - ............. ·- .... ~'(!1 __ 1,.1_s_s __ M/M __ •• U;i~. 

-1-00 '.;;,.6-COP>TF:ACT:; I. 010.000 70.000 

'6·0.) ~ll~~. PRJOR "EARS' 031.. 0 0 

---
"'·'-'." .. ' ''·'I &1.-'Sl.•IS(.' .. INl '"''~ l 'S 1.010.00U 10. uuu 

14-00 ~~~·UHOP lH SERVICE 408.000 8 :?4.000 

Tn~JHJNC (OCl.CCATCSl 

lll-00 su~R. PRIOR ''EARS' OBI.. 0 0 0 

\Co ..... T1"1H,1 ·TRATNTNl1 f('JMPl"llllF'NT 4nA.nno. '4. oror1 

'I· 11 E~PENOABl.E EOUlPMENT 18.650 1.150 
-

11 I~ co~1$~1. orr. surruc:s ~6.600 1.800 

,, 1-1 l ~;::~':'~I. ~NO 1-1.:.JMT .OFF. EO. 18. 650 I. I 50 
-

.\~ .r•• .. - .... ''<··t .. 't"'UAISl.l: l: 1J•Jl ..... tNI 111•J u•.•u IU UUU 

-

~ ~ 11 ~rr1cc: nttiT ~\3.000 13.000 

.13. I 2 o;:-q,:e CLE~NING 31.300 2.30v 

-
•I,. I \ S:1 S:<~TAt1•:1 TV '-·'. ftfn't ·'. , ....... 
"~·16 lNSUP.ANCE 10.800 800 

"! 00 sunn. rn1on vtAns· 001.. 0 0 

·li·U TOTAl.·EOUlP. C()M;>ONENT 557.900 32.800 

PROJECT SUOUI: , "tVI::>""" 

1990 1991 1992 

P~/!~- -··-·- -~~-'-- '1~~-- - ·-····'!~~- ·-· !'!(!:L. ____ uq__ 

200.000 200.000 200.000 

0 0 0 

&'UU.•JUU :.'UIJ.000 :wu.ooo 

:?4 72.000 24 74.400 24 76.800 

• 
0 0 ,, 

n.nnn 74. •on 76,Mn 

3.500 .. 3.500 3.500 

5.000 5.000 5.000 

3.500 3.500 3.500 

JU. IJllU ~·.•.uuu 30.000 

40.00Q 40.000 40.000 

1.000 7. 000 1.000 

I 1). f1nf1 ,,, . 01)0 10.nnr1 

2.000 2.000 2.000 

0 0 0 

101.000 121.000 101.000 

1193 

~·-·--·-Y.!!l. ....•. 

200.000 

0 

:ioo.uuo 

2• 7!1.200 

0 

741.?l'ln 

3.500 

5.000 

3.500 

:tv. O•JO 

40.000 

1.000 

10.onr1 

2.000 

0 

101.000 

199" 

Ml."! ........ _. __ yss ..... 

200.000 

0 

zou.oou 

24 81. 600 

0 

Al.Mn 

3.500 

5.000 

3.500 

:.tl'. •JOU 

40.000 

7. 000 

1 rr. rrrrr1 

2.000 

0 

IOI. 000 

°' VI 



.:·.::o t-'HU.Jt.\..' t3Vt •• n .. 1c' I""' ..... ~., 

ls 1•1T~P .. o\TIO.,,l STAI'!' 16. TOT Al 1989 1990 1991 1H2 1993 191~ 

. -- ... •1/•1 . . us s ... ~/.M _. !JS. _S ·- M/!:'1 _uss ._!o_~~-~~t ~!:!_~1-!..~~.1. uss_ ~~~ TOTAi. US$ M/M USS TOTAL. u.~L ,!'4£tl •• -':l~·--~OT ".~ • .!l~I-

• : - ~ 1 .E11IClE fll'.;UR•~lCE 0 OCC' !'.00 1.~00 1. !iOO 1.!iOO 1. !iOO I .!iOO 

0

1 l - 12 ,£ .. !CLE R[PAJRS S.300 300 l.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

'1-1.1 ~ttW~L o\.,U lU~~l~ANt~ 1'.' bOO bOO 2.000 2.000 ~.000 i.ooo 2.1.iOO 

s: - 4 l POST AGE, CllBlES, TE LE Po<'•1E 17S. 000 10 000 30.000 30.000 35.000 35.000 3S .ooo 
TCLCX 

~. -~) !l-'"" C>to\RGING, PHOTOC 10.600 600 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 

c. ' - 41, pq, .... , ... , ,, .. ,~ .. , Ai" TI VI T '1'"- 1 .... ,. (1t'111 11·, n1·1r1 ·'''. n'''' 'n.nnn .,n. nnn ·"'. ,,,,,, _,n. ''""' 

': - • s L"•SP~ClrJEO 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 

:. :, -:- l • 1~~Pl TAL l T\' 40.GOO 2.GOO 0.000 o.ooo 10.000 10.000 10.000 

:-6-C'J 50~R Pll?OR ve.-.115· Oal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

':""!--~~ l ' .. 'I ~\.. """""l 'S'...: ,_. ...... '°".' ..... tNI'!) • 111 101) l•.600 i' !IUO II.. !IOU II\, ~00 81. ':100 111. !100 
g 

- - .. -·-~ - - .. - .. . -------- ·- -· -· .. ------·--·- -· .. _____ ... -·- --
--····~----··-·· .. ·· 

~) '.)) rn:>JCCT •QTo\L S 4')6. \0C 216.~00 9&:.300 1.007,1100 1.060.500 l. 08~. \00 \. 107.100 

._., .... :.., l"lt'" ""t" I - J 
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:Budqet Lines : Oriqinal PAD 
:(SUb-totals : Date: 13/U/89 

: 1st levised PID : 2nd le1ised PlD : 3rd levised PAD : 4th levised PAD : 
: Date: 11/7 /90 : Date: 5/8/91 : Date: 24/11/92 : Date: ~{'~~ • i3 : 

=~trequ.ired):.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

:a/J: Aaount :1/1: Aaount 

11-01 : 64: 
ll-o2 : 64: 
11-03 : 64: 
ll-o4 : 36: 
11-SO : 60: 
13-00 
13-50 
15-00 
16-00 
U-00 
21-00 
31-00 
32-00 
41-00 
42-00 
43-00 
48-00 
51-00 
55-00 
58-00 
67-99 
77-99 

rofAL: :218: 

564,600: 64: 
379,600: 64: 
333,600: 64: 
158,400: 36: 
Sa&,000: 60: 
150,000: 

160,000: 
8,000: 

1,070,000: 
408,000: 

63,900: 
180,000: 
3D,900: 

369,500: 
48,600: 

5.496.100:288: 

For •us• projects, cleared by 
DA/fS/flffC before sublission to 
OOM a_L)e_~ 'l:.-1.( l{'.j 

564,600:63.5 
379,600: 64: 
333,600: 64: 
158,400: 40: 
Sa&,000: 48: 
150,000: : 

160,000: 
10,500: 

1,070,000: 
408,000: 

63,900: 
180,000: 
313,900: 

367,000: 
41,600: 

514,357:63.5 
390,534:64.0 
312,142:64.0 
115,400:40.0 
472,600: 
1u,m: 

3,417: 
197,162: 

9,235: 

1,114,001: 
310,ll.7: 

63,702: 
172,040: 
310,135: 

(-52) 
371,391: 
45,153: 

(-1) 

603,101:63.5 : 
391,I03:64.0 : 
419,706:64.0 : 
246,174:40.0 : 
316.946: 
151,615: 

3,417: 
201,305: 

9,267: 

985,242: 
368,929: 

2,"A7: 
70,052: 

244,135: 
479,609: 
(3,941) 

363,232: 
47,I07: 

(-1): 
(-39,706) 

621,180 
406,580 
495,047 
217,944 
258,600 
907,363 

4,930 
258,•53 
11,lU 
(1,830) 

771,094 
357,127 

2,507 
78,253 

137,417 
632,142 

(-15,852) 
423,902 
47,453 
(-9,18~) 

5.496.100:279.5 5.512.113:231.5 5.631.962:250.2: 5.611.938 

Approval reconended: 

Annex VI 
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-------------------------------1ntry 
·'-~l 

FOR FINANCE ONLY 

P R 0 J E C T 8 U 0 0 E T I K E V I S I 0 H 

ProJ•cc-"u"b;r-;na-;~;"a";"i----------------------------------r~p;crirc-;ctr~rty---: 
us/9lo/89/126 10 01~02 : 

·i~ct-t;ti;--------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- .. ------
:-.0 lndu9>triel F'ro"olion Off'ic• t1ilan 

Pe9• l 

------------------:-------------:-----fofAc----------:------~-------------:----P'Ri~-----------r·-----i;;;----------r------1;;4·---------:------i;;~----------r 

: "'" US• : "'" US$ : "'" ~ : "'" US• : "'" us• : "'" US• '. 
·-------------------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------: lHTEr.llATIONAL EMPERTS : : : l I 
-Ol H ... d or S•r"'ic• : &l.S 628, 180 : : 139.S ::l86,&9Q I 12.0 120,74'1 : 12.0 
-(l~ ln .. c-st"f'nl Pro"olion [Hp•rl : , ... 0 4'06,580 : : 4'0.0 2'19,5'1l : 12.0 78,51') I 12.0 
-rn lnv..-.t""'"l Pro"!>lion [Hp•rt : fa'l.O 4'CJS,0'17 : : 4'0.0 C!'JS,0'17 I 12.0 100,000 : 12.0 
-M lnvnl"f'nl Pro"olion [Hp•rl : '10.0 217,CJ'l't : I 16.0 ~7,9'14' I 12.0 t0,000 : 12.0 
-1'15 
-fJI'. 
-1)7 
-,:IA 
-n'l 
-10 
-11 
-12 
-13 
- 14' 
-15 
- IE. 
-$0 Shorl-t•r" Consullanls 18.7 258,£.00 7.2 l0:?,118 6.0 80,74'1 5.5 
-51 
-52 
-53 
-54 
-$5 

120 ,7-t l 
78,518 

100,000 
&0,000 

75,7"1 

--------------------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------1--------------------:--------------------:--------------------: -1q Sub-lotol int•rn. •~p•rls :2so.2 2,00fa,351 : : 1'12.7 1,131,350 I 54'.0 '1'10,001 I 53.S 4'35,000 : 
I I I I I I 

-------------------~------------·--------------------'--------------------·--------------------·--------------------·--------------------·--------------------"~rks 

eluding ov•rh•ads 13% on p•rsonn•l 
5% on olh•rs 20.8.93 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

' 

> 
:I 
:I 
/I) 

>C 

< .... .... 
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- ;j;cl-~~~b;;--------------------:-----fofRL----------:---------~----------:------PRiOH_YEARS ___ i ______ l§§j----------r------199~----------:------1§§!----------: 
1910/8~/126 : "'" us• : "'" us• : "'" u~• 1 "'" us• 1 "1" us• : "1" us• : 
--------------------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------·-----1--------------------:--------------------1--------------------: 

OPRS EXPERTS 
-01 
-02 
--03 
_,, Sub-lolel OPAS •Hp•rts 

nonIHISTR. SUPPORT PERSONNEL: 
-00 Clorhs. s•cr•tari•s, driv•rs: 
-~O Fr••lenc• inl•rpr•l•rs 
_,~ Sub-lolel Rdn. supp. p•rs. 

UH VOLUNTEERS 
-01 
-02 

- -03 
-04 
-')') Sub-lotel UH volunl••rs 

-00 Project trev•l 

-00 Oth•r personn•l costs 

HATlOHAL EXPERTS 
-01 
-02 
-03 
-0<1 
-OS 
·-')') Sub-t.otel National •Hp•rls 

-OC Surrender prior y•ers" obl. 

'lOi" • 31>3 
"l,'JJO 

'312,2'33 

258,"153 

11, 112 

<l,930>: 

~jfl 3 I 133 : 
'' • ~nn : 

500, C.L3 : 
' ' I 
I 
I 
I 

15 l ,"11& 

3,"108 

<1,930>: 
I . 

2~').1>30 : 17"1,000 
' ' 

2C!'J,1>3ll : 17"1,000 
' ' ' ' ' . . 

7?,037 30,000 

3,70 .. ... ooo 

•-99 TOTAL PERSONNEL COMPONENT :250.2 3,lB&,379: :1"12.7 1,793,007 l 5 ... 0 750,372 l 53.5 £,q),000 I 
• ' I t I I 
• • I t I ' 

--------------------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------i--------------------:--------------------:--------------------: 

------·------------------------ -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------~. -------------------- --------------------

,,. 
~ 
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"1 ='~' 
P R O J E C T D U 0 G E T I R £ V 1 S 1 0 H 

------:-------------:------i993----------:------i§9~----------:------i995----------: 

"/" us• : "'" 
~;~~~~\-~~~~;;------- ·----------- -----TOTAL----------:------· 

us• tool" PR '}R -ey~s : "'" us• : "'" us• : "'" us• : 
- '"'~I (\/(1')/ 121> 
------------~---------------------=--------------------:--------------------

--------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------: . . 
SUSCOKT~RCT'S 

:!-00 Subcontracts 
-~-nJ Surr•nd•r prior y•er5' obl. 
.·~-00 TOTOL SUBCONTRACTS 

T'S::nJ Nl NI) 
·1-nn t .. <i .. n•luol r.110 .. shir• 
'<' -llO S l ud•J l our•IUNDP 9r. troi ni n9 
1)-00 !n-s•r~ic• troinin9 : 
)~-00 Non-UNDP 9roup lroinin9 
~5-00 Non-UNDP "••ling• 
'~-00 Surr•nd•r prior y•ors' obl. 
·1-'l'J TOTAL TRRlNlNG COMPONENT 

fP.llll'MfNT 
1 1 l l'' 1 u1u .. u• l."\hl C" ... , ... I'"""'"' 
:~-: :·J p4,,.,- "Hf't'ndobl • •qui P"•nt 
~~-'V) p,-.,..,1SPS 
~~-~J Surr~ndPr prior y•ors' obl. 
:~-q1 rur~L E~UlPMENT COMPONENT 

Sl-2J 
S5-l10 

~ISCELLANEOUS 

SundrlPS 
Hosp1tolily 

obl. 

771,09"1 

71' t • (1')'1 

3S7,n?.7 
2,~0/ 

3£.0,33"1 

1n.;·~•, 

137. '117 
£.3C! ,9"12 
<15,95C!>: 
932,1>£.0 

.. 23,'302 
"17 ,"153 

(9,99"'): 
.. i:.1 ... 11 : 

271.09 .. 

<'71 ,O'l'I 

rir • • 221 
~·. •;,r 17 

99,73 .. 

,,, ·""'" 11, 1111 
360, 139 
<15,952>: 
'lG'l, '3'33 : 

22£.,4'79 
27,4'53 

(CJ,99 .. >l 
241 .. ,0"17 : . 

300,000 

3DD,OOO 

t00,000 

190,000 

~~, 'lr.i 
JfJ,UUU 

213,70'4 

21>£.. (,(,7 

llS,92"1 
10,000 

135,924' 

200,000 

200,000 

0 l ,F,00 

01 ,r.oo 

12,nnn 
JrJ,000 
59,000 

101,000 

71,500 
10,000 

91,500 
Support costs 
Surrender prior y•ers' 
TOTAL MISC. conPOHEHT 

:>-M 
'I-Ci) 
1-1'l . . . 

----------------------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------:--------------------: 
-:l'l-'l'l PJ::OJECT TOTAL :250.2 5,£.11,'339 : : 1 .. 2.7 2,971,975 I 5 ... 0 1,£.32,%3 l 53.5 1,lV LOO : 

• I I • t f I 

----------------------------------·--------------------·--------------------·--------------------·--------------------·--------------------·--------------------· Supporl cosls : : : l I : : 
GRAND TOTAL : 5,£.11,939: : 2,971,975 I 1,632,%3 I 1,107,100 I 

I t t I I J I 

----------------------------------·--------------------·--------------------'··-------------------·--------------------·--------------------·--------------------· 
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0 



EXAMPLE OP ~EASIBILITY STUDY 
EXECUTED BY IPO HILD 

country a 

Code a 

Requbitiona 

Total oo•t• 

Italian partner'• •hares 

UNIDO'• ehare1 

Study'• omnpl•tion1 

Objectiv••• 

Finding•• 

CUtCOl\91 

(Case number 1) 

PRODUCTION Q_F THREE WHEELER VEHICLES 

'l'unbia 

'l'UN/007/M/90-ll 

29/05/91 

eo.ooo us $ 

SO\ (40.000 US $) 

50\ (40.000 us $) 

June 1992 

to evaluate po••!bilitiea for external •ouroing, with th~ objeotiv• of reaching 
a high level of looal integration. Particular attention wa• devoted to th• 
a••e••ment of potential for looal develop11ent of •peoial •tamping operationa. 

level of external •ouroing attainable in th• •hort/medium term appeared low, 
'l'he projootod production co•t• for looal manuf acturin9 did not oonf irm any 
•ub•tantial reduction with re•pect to Italian production co•t•. 

the Italian investor changed •trategy with re•pect to 'l'uni•ia, opting for trading 
ba•ed agreament•. Focu• on indu•trial co-operation wa• •hifted to other region• 
of the world. 

..., -

> 
:I 
:I 
~ 
)C 

< ...... 
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EXAMPLE OP FEASIBILITY STUDY 
EXECUTED BY IPO MILD 

country a 

Code a 

Requiaition1 

Executed bya 

Total co•ta 

Italian partner's aharea 

UNIDO'a •hare1 

Study'• cOll\pletion1 

Objective•1 

Findings a 

OutcOll\81 

(Case number 2) 

PRODUCTION OF MINERAL WATER AND SOFT DRINKS 

Mexico 

HEX/097/H/92-07 

26/08/93 

A te&ll\ of individual expert• recruited by UNIDO 

31.000 us $ 

SO\ (lS.SOO US $1 

SO\ (lS.SOO US $) 

April 1994 

to evaluate the preci•• size of the Mexican market and the problem• related to 
the dbtribution of mineral ...,ater and •oft drink• in Mexico City. 

to reach a aati•f&ctory financial return. It appeared that production of both 
•oft drink• and mineral was to be undertaken, •• well a• export of at lea•t 
2S\ of total production. On account of the peculiar •tructure of Mexican 
market, th• •tudy indicated that the ••tting up of an in-hou•• •al• organization 
wo~ld not be rewarding, being preferable relying on an external trading company 
for the di•tribution of the product•. 

th• •tud¥ i• under the evaluation by SIHEST and HEDIOCREDITO in order to define 
a financ~al scheme. 

..., ..., 
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Annex IX 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

PROJECT DOCUMENT 

PART A: BASIC DATA 

COUNTRY: Global 

PROJECT NUMBER: US/GL0/89/126 

PROJECT TITLE: UNIDO Industrial Promotion Office (IPO) 

SCHEDULED START: September 1989 

SCHEDULED COMPLETION: 31 December 1994 

ORIGIN AND DATE OF 
OFFICIAL REQUEST: n.a. 

GOVERNMENT COUNTERPART 
AGENCY: Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

UNIDO CONTRIBUTION: $US 6,000,R41 
(= Lit 8,101,i~S,350) 
(exchange rate: SUS 1 = Lit 1,350) 

CURRENCY REQUIRED FOR 
UNIDO INPUT: Convertible 

UNIDO BACKSTOPPING SECTION: Investment Promotion Section 

PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY DATE: 3 April 1989 

PROGRAMME COMPONENT CODE: GO 1202 
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PART B: NARRATIVE 

1. Background information 

On 12 August 1985, an exchange of notes verbales was concluded between 
UNIDO ~nd the Italian Government on the establishment of an office in 
Italy for the promotion of industrial co-operation between firms in Italy 
and those in developing countries. 

The UBIDO Industrial Promotion Office (IPO) in Milan began operation in 
September 1987. Based on the terms of reference proposed by UNIDO and 
agreed to by the Italian Government, the Milan IPO has contributed to the 
identification and promotion of industrial investment projects in 
develo~ing countries with the aim of transferring know-how, technology and 
capital to existing or planned enterprises in all industrial sectors of 
developing countries. 

The Milan IPO has followed the pattern of work and promotion methodology 
applied and tested with success in other offices of the UNIDO Investment 
Promotion Service (IPS} network. It has concentrated its initial efforts 
on becoming, as quickly as possible, part of the IPS network, integrating 
itself with the work of UNIDO Headquarters and that of the other IPS 
offices already in operation in Austria, France, Germany, Federal Republic 
of, Japan, Poland, Republic of Korea, Switzerland and United States of 
America. 

A detailed progress report, containing a careful account of the activities 
and achievements of the Milan IPO during the period 
October 1987-December 1988, was prepared. The report, which was forwarded 
to the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, constituted the basis of the 
joint evaluation foreseen in the agreement on the first biennium of 
activities for the initial project (US/GL0/84/086). 

The joint evaluation meeting for the initial project tock place on 
6 March 1989 in Rome. Officials from the Italian Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, under the chairmanship of Minister Manfredo Incisa di Camerana, 
expressed their deep satisfaction with the achievements of the Milan IPO 
in the initial period of its operation. The meeting approved a five-year 
extension of the operation of the Milan IPO. The present project document 
covers the objectives and proposed activities for a 64-month period, from 
September 1989 (when the first biennium covered by the previous project 
document will expire) to December 1994 inclusive. 

2. Objectives 

a. Development objective 

The development objective of the Milan IPO is to mobilize financial, 
human a1•d tt:chnical resources for the stimulation of industrial 
production in developing countries through international co-operation, 
by promoting joint business activities between project sponsors in 
developing countries and Italian industrialists and technologists. 
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b. Immediate objectives and activities 

To assist UNIDO in the execution of its relatEd programmes, the 
Government of Italy will make available to UN!DO a special-purpose 
contribution for the continuation of the activities of the Milan IPO. 

The objective of the second phase of the Milan IPO will be to assist 
developing countries in their industrialization efforts through the 
promotion of Italian investments and transfer of technology. It will 
contribute to the identification of appropriate industrial investment 
possibilities in developing countries and bring to the attention of 
potential investors concrete project prorosals. In doing so, the 
Milan IPO will also pay due attention to the sectoral and geographical 
priorities established by the General Directorate for Development 
Co-operation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Rome. 

The activities of the Milan IPO will cover sectors of industry for 
which there is potential in Italy and will be aimed at the following, 
in accordance with the directives of the Secretariat of UNIDO: 

(a) Preparing, in co-operation with UNIDO Headquarters, in-depth 
analyses of the socio-economic situation of a number of priority 
countries, selected in consultation with the General Directorate for 
Development Co-operation in Rome, in order to identify priority 
sectors and investment proposals of potential interest to Italian 
investors; 

(b) Bringing to the attention of interested Italian enterprises 
industrial projects that are to be implemented in developing countries 
and that require technology and/or financing, with emphasis on small
and medium-scale industries; 

(c) Identifying potenti~l.partners in Italy and, where 
necessary, assisting them by providing information and expert advice; 
organizing contact meetings for project sponsors from developing 
countries and sources of technology and finance in Italy; 

(d) Arranging and organizing visits to interested industries and 
financial enterprises in Italy for potential partners from developing 
countries; 

(e) Providing developing countries with information on available 
technologies and existing possibilities of transfer of technology from 
Italy; 

(f) Providing interested pa1ties in Italy with information and 
advice on forms of co-operation, ~uch as joint ventures, leasing, 
su~-contracting, licensing, limited partnerships and other ways of 
transferr:ng resources to developing countries; 

(g) Providing enterprises in Italy with information on 
development plans of developing countries and on their policies and 
procedures regarding foreign investment; 
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(h) Developing co-operation with Italian banks and other 
institutions concerned with the strengthening of industrial 
co-operation with developing countries, the promotion of investment 
and related technological activities; 

(i) Advising on and assisting in arranging financing, especially 
from public authorities in Italy and from fin3Ilcial institutions 
involved in the financing of industrial projects in developing 
countries, such as the World Bank and local or regional banks and 
~\Dlds; 

(j) Organizing the participation of Italian entrepreneurs in 
UNIDO investment project p~omotion meetings and forums in developing 
countries; 

(k) Organizing seminars, workshops and symposia to promote 
industrial projects and technology transfer; 

(1) Evaluating the financial and economical feasibility of 
projects with UNIDO computerized progrdJDllles, such as the Computer 
Model for Feasibility Analysis and Reporting (COMFAR) and the Project 
Profile Screening and Pre-Appraisal Information system (PROPSPIN); 

(m) Continuously updating the inventory of enterprises in Italy 
interested in and suitable for investing in developing countries; 

(n) Assisting selecte1 joint-venture partners with project 
completion facilities aimed at alleviating their financial burden in 
implementing joint-venture projects by pre-financing or co-financing 
pre-investment studies; 

{o) Providing on-the-job orientation progranunes in Italy in the 
field of industrial investment promotion for nationals from developing 
countries who will operate as delegates for investment promotion at 
the Milan IPO. 

PART C: INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE UNIDO INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION 
OFFICE IN MILAN 

UN!DO shall operate and supervise the Milan IPO. The Head of the Office shall 
be appointed by the Director-General of UNlDO after consultation with the 
GovPrnment of h:aly, in accordance with UNIDO regulatiot~s, rules and 
procedures. Other staff required for the operation of the Office shall be 
appointed by UNIDO, also in accordance with UNIDO regulations. 

The Government of Italy shall, from its contribution to the Industrial 
Development Fund, place at the disposal of UNIDO a special-purpose 
contribution for the establishment and functioning of the Milan IPO, on the 
~asis of a mutually agreed budget. UNIDO shall administer the special-purpose 
contribution of the Government, in accordance with its fin?ncial rules and 
other applicable regulations. 

UNIOO shall, under its financial regulPtlons and rules governing the receipt 
and administration of the above-mentioned funds, establish a project account 
from the contribution of the Italian Government to the Industrial Development 
Fund, to be used exclusively for this pr~ject. 
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The project account and activities financed therefrom shall be administered by 
UNIDO, in accordance vith its regulations, rules and administrative 
instructions. Thus, personnel shall be engaged and administered, equipment, 
supplies and services shall be purchased and c~ntracts shall be entered into 
in accordance vith the provisions of those regulations, rules and 
~dministrative instr~ctions. 

All financial accounts a.~d statements shall be expressed in United States 
dollars and there shall be no accounting or reporting in other currencies. 
For the purpose of recording receipts and/or payments, all transactions shall 
be converted into United States dollars at the official United Rations 
accounting rate of exchange applicable at the date of receipt and/or payment. 

The project account shall be charged with actual expenditures incurred by 
UNIDO in the performance of activities under this arrangement. 

The project account-shall also be ct.arged with an amount equivalent to 13 per 
cent of all personnel expenditures and 5 per cent of all other expenditures 
from the project account for the programme support services provided by UNIDO 
in the implementation of the project financed under the project account. 

The project account shall be charged vith an amount equivalent to 1 per cent 
of the remuneration of the net salary of persons whose engagement by UNIDO is 
financed by the project account, to provide a reserve for coverage of any 
claim involving service-incurred death, injury or illness, under the 
regulations and rules of UNIDO governing contracts. The reserve cannot be 
refunded to the Government. 

The Head of the Milan !PO sha~l direct and manage the operations of the Off ice 
and, vith the assistance of his or her staff, implement its progranune for the 
promotion of industrial investment in developing countries. 

UNIDO shall keep the Government of Italy informed of the activities of ti1e 
Milan IPO, through the Permanent Mission of Italy to UNIDO in Vienna. The 
Head of the Office shall maintain contact, as approprlate, with the Italian 
authorities through the Ministry of foreign Affairs. The Government of Italy 
shall be informed of all investment proposals contained in the UNIDO portfolio 
of investment opportunities. 

UNIDO ~hali furnish the Government of Italy with an ar-~ual report on the 
progress of the Milan IPO, as well as an annual financial statement. UNIDO 
will also submit a work progranune for each year of operation of the Office. 
The work pr~granune shall be in li.1e with the objectives of the Office as 
described above. The Office 5hall be provided with whatever information i~. 

available to UNIDO. 

The Government of Italy and UNIDO shall carry out a joint evaluation not later 
than six months prior to the completion of the peri~d covered by t~e approved 
budget, to decide whether or not to continue the progranune. 

Not later than six months after the end of the financial year in which UNIDO 
makes the last disburs~ment on the account of the Milan IPO, a final report on 
the implementation of the project, including the final accounts covering the 
utilization of the special-purpose contribution provided by the Government of 
Italy, shall be submitted by UNIDO to the Italian Government. The final 
report shall contain an appraisal made by UNIDO of the results of the 
activities of the Offic2 ~ased on the joint evaluatlon, as described in the 
previous paragraph. 




